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PARABOLIC GEOMETRIESAND CANONICAL CARTAN CONNECTIONSANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLAbstract. Let G be a (real or complex) semisimple Lie group, whose Liealgebra g is endowed with a so called jkj{grading, i.e. a grading of the formg = g�k � � � � � gk , such that no simple factor of G is of type A1 . Let P bethe subgroup corresponding to the subalgebra p = g0 � � � � � gk . The aim ofthis paper is to clarify the geometrical meaning of Cartan connections corre-sponding to the pair (G;P ) and to study basic properties of these geometricstructures.Let G0 be the (reductive) subgroup of P corresponding to the subalge-bra g0. A principal P{bundle E over a smooth manifold M endowed witha (suitably normalized) Cartan connection ! 2 
1(E;g) automatically givesrise to a �ltration of the tangent bundle TM of M and to a reduction to thestructure group G0 of the associated graded vector bundle to the �ltered vec-tor bundle TM . We prove that in almost all cases the principal P bundletogether with the Cartan connection is already uniquely determined by thisunderlying structure (which can be easily understood geometrically), while inthe remaining cases one has to make an additional choice (which again canbe easily interpreted geometrically) to determine the bundle and the Cartanconnection. 1. IntroductionIt is an idea that goes back to E. Cartan (see [10]) to view manifolds endowedwith certain geometric structures as \curved analogs" of homogeneous spaces. Moreprecisely, given a Lie group G and a closed subgroup H � G, a generalized spacecorresponding to the homogeneous space G=H (which is simply called a space byCartan) is a smooth manifold M of the same dimension as G=H, together witha principal H{bundle E ! M over M , which is endowed with a Cartan connec-tion ! 2 
1(E; g), that is a trivialization of the tangent bundle of E which isH{equivariant and reproduces the generators of fundamental vector �elds. For ex-ample, for Riemannian structures (which are not among the structures consideredin this paper), the group G is the group of motions ofRn, H is the orthogonal groupO(n) (so G=H is just Rn, and G is exactly the group of isometries of Rn). Given aRiemannian manifoldM of dimension n, the principal bundle E is the orthogonalframe bundle ofM , and the Cartan connection is the soldering form on this bundletogether with the Levi{Civita connection on M .Already this example (which is among the simplest possible ones) shows, thatidentifying a manifold as a generalized space in the above sense should be ratherthe result of a theorem than a de�nition. The aim of this paper is to clarify thegeometrical meaning of such generalized space structures in a (rather wide) spe-cial case. Namely, we consider the case where G is semisimple (real or complex)and its Lie algebra is endowed with a so called jkj{grading, i.e. a grading of theDate: January 29, 1999.1991 Mathematics Subject Classi�cation. primary: 53C15, secondary: 32C16, 53A40, 53A55,53B15, 53C05, 58A30.Key words and phrases. parabolic geometry, Cartan connection, partially integrable almost{CR{structure, G{structure, �ltered manifold. 1



2 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLform g = g�k � � � � � g�1 � g0 � g1 � � � � � gk and the subgroup, which will becalled P , corresponds to the Lie subalgebra g0� � � �� gk. In the complex case, thisjust means that P is a parabolic subgroup of G. Guided by this fact and follow-ing Fe�ermann{Graham and Bailey (see [1]), we call the corresponding geometricstructures parabolic geometries. So what we consider contains curved analogs ofall compact complex simple homogeneous spaces and real forms of this situation.Particularly well known examples of structures of this type are the so{calledAHS{structures, which are the structures corresponding to groups with j1j{gradedLie algebras in the above sense. Among these, there are the conformal and para-conformal (or almost Grassmannian) structures, as well as the classical projectivestructures (see [6] and the references therein for a discussion of AHS{structures).A very well studied example of a parabolic geometry corresponding to a j2j{gradedLie algebra is given by CR{structures with non{degenerate Levi{form. This exam-ple is discussed in some detail in this paper, see 4.14{4.16. An important sourcefor examples of general parabolic geometries is twistor theory, see 4.17 for an out-line of these examples. Surprisingly, also the geometry of generic six{dimensionalcodimension{two CR{manifolds �ts into the scheme of parabolic geometries, see[17].The motivation for this work is mainly to provide a basis for a geometrical studyof parabolic geometries and of di�erential operators intrinsic to them. Such opera-tors have been intensively studied in the case of AHS{structures, and in particularin the case of conformal structures (see [6], the references therein, and [8]). Also,powerful results on the existence of invariant di�erential operators for general par-abolic geometries are already available, see [9].There is a second way to view the results that we shall prove. Given a mani-fold with a parabolic geometry, i.e. a principal P{bundle together with a suitablynormalized Cartan connection, it is easy to see that one can construct certain un-derlying structures. Our main results then show that the bundle and the Cartanconnection are already fully determined by these underlying structures. Thesestructures are rather easy to interpret geometrically, so one can view our resultsalso as proofs for the existence of a canonical Cartan connection for these under-lying structures. The construction of canonical Cartan connections also solves theequivalence problem for such structures. In fact, this is the more traditional pointof view, say for AHS{structures and CR{structures.The problem of constructing canonical Cartan connections has a rather longhistory. First of all, Cartan's original method of equivalence gives a possibility ofconstructing canonical Cartan connections in a variety of cases. It seems that insome of the cases we consider this method works even under weaker assumptionsthan we impose. On the other hand, it seems to be hard in this approach togive a general description of the normalizations, which are necessary to ensurethe uniqueness of the Cartan connections in a broader setting (say for arbitraryparabolics). The problem of constructing canonical Cartan connections for AHS{structures has been treated in several di�erent ways by various authors (see e.g.[19], [16] (in the torsion free case), [3] (in an associated{bundle setting) and [7]).In the case of CR{structures, the construction of a canonical Cartan connectionis due to E. Cartan (see [11]) for hypersurfaces in C 2 and to N. Tanaka (see [20]) andS.S. Chern and J. Moser (see [12]) for arbitrary CR{manifolds. As an applicationof our results, we show the existence of a canoncial Cartan connection for thesigni�cantly more general class of partially integrable almost{CR{manifolds.In [21], N. Tanaka treated problems quite closely related to the problems treatedhere, but from a di�erent point of view and with di�erent aims. His main motiva-tion was studying the corresponding equivalence problems, rather than geometricproperties of the structures themselves. We prove a more general version of his



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 3main result in 4.5. We believe that, besides working in bigger generality (Tanakatreated only simple groups with trivial center and the case where the algebra isthe prolongation of the nonpositive part) and being technically simpler, our ap-proach shows much clearer the geometrical background of the whole situation. Inparticular, this refers to the emphasis on �ltrations (which occur only implicitlyin Tanaka's work) and our starting point for the prolongation procedure, which isdi�erent from Tanaka's and can be easily understood geometrically.In [15], T. Morimoto developed a general theory of geometric strucutres on �l-tered manifolds, mainly motivated by studying equivalence problems. As a specialcase of this general theory, he extended the results of Tanaka on the existence ofcanonical Cartan connections to semisimple groups. This general approach alsoleads to a prolongation procedure producing the canonical Cartan connections inthe cases where the algebra is the prolongation of the nonpositive part. AlthoughMorimoto's procedure is simpler than the one presented here (once all the generalmachinery is developed) we think that our procedure has advantages compared tohis. On one hand, it also works in the cases related to projective structures andtheir contact analogs, where the algebra is not the prolongation of the negativepart. On the other hand, and more importantly, in our approach all the necessarydata in the procedure are constructed directly and have a direct geometric inter-pretation. This is not really visible in the general setting presented here, but itbecomes apparent once one works with a concrete structure, see [5]. In contrast tothat, Morimoto's procedure uses non{commutative (semi{holonomic) frame bun-dles and the canonical forms on these bundles, which seem to us to be much harderto interpret geometrically. There is no doubt, however, that the two procedures areessentially equivalent.The main results. Since parts of this paper are rather technical, we collect herethe main results: Let G be a semisimple Lie group with jkj{graded Lie algebra g asabove, P the corresponding subgroup and G0 � P the subgroup corresponding tothe Lie subalgebra g0. LetM be a smooth manifold with a �ltration of the tangentbundle TM = T�kM � � � � � T�1M by smooth subbundles such that the rank ofT iM equals the dimension of g�i � � � � � g�1. The main technical notion in thepaper is the notion of harmonic P{frame bundles of degree ` (see 3.6 and 3.10).This notion interpolates between two rather simple concepts. For ` = 1 one getsreductions to the structure group G0 of the associated graded vector bundle to the�ltered vector bundle TM , which satisfy a condition called the structure equations(see 3.4). Roughly, this can be interpreted geometrically as follows: First, one hasto require that the Lie{bracket of vector �elds is compatible with the �ltration, i.e.the bracket of a section of T iM with a section of T jM is a section of T i+jM . Underthis assumption, the Lie bracket gives rise to a pointwise Lie algebra structure onthe associated graded vector bundle to the tangent bundle, and a P{frame bundle ofdegree one over M which satis�es the structure equations means exactly that each�ber of the associated graded bundle (with this algebraic bracket) looks like thegraded G0{module g�k�� � ��g�1. Since the group G0 is always reductive, this canbe easily described explicitly in each case. The other extremal case (` = 2k + 1)of a P{frame bundle is a principal P{bundle over M endowed with a suitablynormalized Cartan connection.The technical core of the paper is theorem 3.22, which shows that, assumingthat a certain Lie algebra cohomology group (which depends on `) is trivial, onecan construct a unique (up to isomorphism) harmonic P{frame bundle of degree`+1 out of a harmonic P{frame bundle of degree `. Together with a rather simpleway to go in the other direction, this shows that, assuming the vanishing of the



4 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLcohomology group, there is a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classesof harmonic P{frame bundles of degree ` and of degree `+ 1.The relevant cohomology groups have been computed in [22] using Kostant'sversion of the Bott{Borel{Weil theorem. The result is that in all cases excepttwo families (one of which is the classical projective structures, the other one acertain j2j{grading on symplectic algebras which corresponds to a contact{analogof classical projective structures) all the relevant cohomology groups vanish. Thus,except for these two cases, there is a bijective correspondence between reductions tothe structure group G0 of the associated graded vector bundle to the tangent bundleand isomorphism classes of principal P{bundles endowed with suitably normalizedCartan connections. In the remaining cases (except the one of a simple factorcorresponding to one{dimensional projective structures, which is really degenerate),we show that the obstructions occur only in the very �rst step of the prolongationprocedure, and in this step one has to make a choice, which should be simply viewedas an ingredient of the structure (in fact the only ingredient in the projective caseand the only additional ingredient to a contact structure in the other case). Thus,in these cases we still get canonical Cartan connections.In section 4 we discuss the relation of our approach to the one of N. Tanakaand prove a more general version of the main result of his paper [21]. Moreover,we discuss some geometric properties of manifolds with parabolic geometries. Inparticular, we study the curvature of the canonical Cartan connection and discussits relation to cohomology. Finally, we outline several examples, in particular AHS{structures and partially integrable almost{CR{structures.Acknowledgements. We would like to thank R.L. Bryant, M.G. Eastwood, C.R.Graham, P.W. Michor, T. Morimoto, J. Slov�ak, V. Sou�cek, and K. Yamaguchi forhelpful discussions on the subject. Parts of this work were done during stays of the�rst author at the University of Adelaide and the Charles University in Prague,whose supports are gratefully acknowledged.2. jkj{graded Lie algebrasIn this section, we collect some basic facts about jkj{graded semisimple Liealgebras. Our basic reference for these results is [22]. That paper also containsthe computations of the cohomology groups which we will need in the sequel. Wegive an alternative presentation of the Hodge structure on the standard complexescomputing these cohomologies in the real and complex case, which seems moreconceptual to us than the one of [21] and prove some basic results on groups withjkj{graded semisimple Lie algebras.2.1. De�nition. Let K be Ror C . A jkj{graded Lie algebra over K is a Lie algebrag over K together with a decomposition g = g�k�� � ��g�1�g0�g1�� � ��gk, suchthat [gi; gj] � gi+j and such that the subalgebra g� := g�k�� � ��g�1 is generatedby g�1. In the whole paper, we will only deal with semisimple jkj{graded Liealgebras.By p we will denote the subalgebra g0 � � � � � gk of g, and by p+ the subalgebrag1 � � � � � gk of p. As we shall see in 2.2 below, the powers of p+ are then justgiven as pi+ = gi � � � � � gk, for all i = 1; : : : ; k. Moreover, from 2.2 it also followsthat a jkj{graded semisimple Lie algebra is a direct sum of jkij{graded simple Liealgebras, and we will assume throughout the paper that all these ki are bigger thanzero, i.e. that none of the simple ideals is contained in g0.2.2. Proposition. Let g be a semisimple jkj{graded Lie algebra. Then the follow-ing assertions hold:1. There is a unique element E 2 g0 such that [E;X] = `X for all X 2 g`.



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 52. Let B be the Killing form of g. Then B(gi; gj) = 0 unless i + j = 0, and Binduces an isomorphism g�i �= g�i of g0{modules for all i = 1; : : : ; k.3. If g0 is an ideal in g, then g0 is homogeneous, i.e. g0 = �ki=�k(g0 \ gi). Inparticular, g is a direct sum of simple jkij{graded Lie algebras (where all kiare less or equal to k).4. Let A 2 gi with i > �k be an element such that [A;X] = 0 for all X 2 g�1.Then A = 0.5. For i > �k we have [gi+1; g�1] = gi.(The last two statements in the case i = 0 need that no simple factor of g iscontained in g0.)Proof. (1){(3) are shown in section 3.1 and lemma 3.1 of [22]. (4) and (5) areproved in lemma 3.2 of [22] in the simple case, but under the assumption that nosimple factor is contained in g0, the results for the simple case obviously imply theanalogous statements in the semisimple case.2.3. The properties of jkj{graded Lie algebras collected in 2.2 are su�cient tocompletely describe the meaning of a jkj{grading on a complex simple Lie algebra.Namely, it can be shown (see section 3.3 of [22]) that given a complex jkj{gradedsimple Lie algebra, one can �nd a Certan{subalgebra h � g0 � g, a system �+ ofpositive roots for (g; h), and a subset � � �0 of the corresponding set of simpleroots such that the grading of g is given by the �{height of roots. This means thatfor any root �, the root space g� is contained in the homogeneous component gj ,where j is the sum of all coe�cients of elements of � in the expansion of � as alinear combination of simple roots. In particular, this implies that p � g is thestandard parabolic subalgebra corresponding to � � �+, see [4, 2.2].Conversely, if p � g is any parabolic subalgebra in a complex simple Lie algebra,then choosing a Cartan subalgebra and positive roots appropriately, p is the stan-dard parabolic subalgebra corresponding to a set � of simple roots. But then the�{height gives a jkj{grading on g, where k is the �{height of the maximal root.In particular, specifying a jkj{grading for some k on a complex simple Lie{algebra is equivalent to specifying a parabolic subalgebra p � g. Moreover, thepossible gradings of that type and the lengths of these gradings can be read o� theexpression of the highest root (i.e. the highest weight of the adjoint representation)as a linear combination of simple roots.Since a jkj{grading is the same thing as a parabolic subalgebra, we can usethe Dynkin diagram notation as introduced in [4, 2.2] for complex jkj{graded Liealgebras. So we take the Dynkin diagram for the Lie algebra g and replace the dotscorresponding to the simple roots contained in � by crosses. Consider for examplethe Dynkin diagram � � � . The underlying Lie algebra of this is A3 = sl(4; C ),and we have to consider the standard parabolic corresponding to � = f�1; �2g.The highest root for A3 is just the sum of the three simple roots, so its �{height is2, and we get a j2j{grading, which is given by:0BB@ g0 g1 g2 g2g�1 g0 g1 g1g�2 g�1 g0 g0g�2 g�1 g0 g01CCAIt can also be shown that two Dynkin diagrams (with crosses) represent iso-morphic jkj{graded Lie algebras if there is an isomorphism of the two diagramspreserving the sets of crosses, see [22, Theorem 3.12], where also the real case isdiscussed in terms of Satake diagrams.



6 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLFinally, it should be remarked that any complex simple Lie algebra admits a (upto isomorphism) unique contact{gradation, i.e. a j2j{grading such that dim(g�2) =1, see [22, section 4.2].2.4. Next, we have to discuss the Lie algebra cohomology groups of g� withcoe�cients in g, which enter in two ways into the theory of parabolic geometries.On one hand, parts of the �rst cohomology occur as obstructions in the prolongationprocedure, and on the other hand the second cohomology is related to the possiblevalues of the curvature of a normalized Cartan connection.As usual, the chain groups for these cohomology groups are de�ned as Cn(g�; g) :=L(�ng�; g), the space of linear maps from the n{th exterior power of g� to g. Alter-natively, one can also view them as multilinear alternating maps. The di�erential@ : Cn(g�; g)! Cn+1(g�; g) is given by(@')(X0; : : : ; Xn) := nXi=0(�1)i[Xi; '(X0; : : : ; X̂i; : : : ; Xn)] ++Xi<j(�1)i+j'([Xi; Xj]; X0; : : : ; X̂i; : : : ; X̂j; : : : ; Xn);where the hat denotes omission.We will denote by L`(�ng�; g) or by Cǹ(g�; g) the space of linear maps whichare homogeneous of degree `, i.e. for which '(X1; : : : ; Xn) 2 gi1+���+in+` if eachXj lies in gij . From the de�nition of @ it is obvious that @ maps L`(�ng�; g)to L`(�n+1g�; g). Accordingly, also the cohomology groups split as Hn(g�; g) =�`Hǹ(g�; g).Note that the Lie subalgebra g0 of g acts on each component gi via the ad-joint action. This implies that it acts on each of the spaces Cn(g�; g), and theaction preserves the homogeneity of maps. Moreover, one immediately veri�es thatthe di�erential @ is a homomorphism of g0{modules. Consequently, each of thecohomology groups Hǹ(g�; g) is naturally a g0{module.2.5. By 2.2(2), the Killing form on g can be used to identify the Lie subalge-bra g� with the dual of the Lie subalgebra p+. Consequently, for any g{moduleV , we can identify the space Cn(g�; V ) �= �n(g��) 
 V with the dual space of�n(p�+) 
 V � �= Cn(p+; V �). In particular, the negative of the dual map of theLie algebra di�erential @ : Cn�1(p+; V �) ! Cn(p+; V �) can be viewed as a linearmap @� : Cn(g�; V )! Cn�1(g�; V ), which is called the codi�erential . Clearly, thecodi�erential satis�es @� � @� = 0.Since the Killing form identi�es g� with the dual of p+ even as a g0{module, weconclude that the codi�erential @� is a homomorphism of g0{modules.In the sequel, we will need the formula for the codi�erential in the special case@� : C2(g�; g)! C1(g�; g). To get the explicit formula, let f��g be a basis for g�and f��g the dual basis (with respect to the Killing form) of p+. Using these, andidentifying g with g� using the Killing form, we can compute the dual pairing of' 2 Cn(g�; g) and  2 Cn(p+; g) ash';  i = 1n! X�1;:::;�nB ('(��1 ; : : : ; ��n);  (��1 ; : : : ; ��n)) :By de�nition, h@�';  i = �h'; @ i, and computing the right hand side for ' 2C2(g�; g) and  2 C1(p+; g) we get12X�;� B ('(��; ��);�[��;  (��)] + [��;  (��)] +  ([��; ��])) ;



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 7and by bilinearity of B this splits as a sum of three terms. Invariance of the Killingform implies that each of the �rst two terms gives12X� B  X� [��; '(��; ��)] ;  (��)! :For the last term, we can expand [��; ��] =P a��� , where a�� = B(� ; [��; ��]).But again by invariance of the Killing form, a�� = B([� ; ��]; ��) and thusX� a���� = [� ; ��]�;the component in g� of the Lie bracket [� ; ��]. Using this, we can rewrite the lastterm as 12X B X� '([��; � ]�; ��) ;  (�)! :Thus, we see that for ' 2 C2(g�; g) and X 2 g� we get:@�'(X) =X� [��; '(��; X)] + 12X� '([��; X]�; ��):2.6. Next, we want to show that the codi�erential is the adjoint map of thedi�erential with respect to a certain metric. By [21, Lemma 1.5] for any jkj{graded simple Lie algebra g there is an involutive automorphism � : g! g which isconjugate linear in the complex case, such that �(gi) = g�i, and B(X;�(X)) < 0 forall 0 6= X 2 g. Consequently, B�(X;Y ) := �B(X;�(Y )) de�nes a positive de�niteinner product in the real case and a positive de�nite Hermitian inner product in thecomplex case, which is symmetric by invariance of the Killing form. Applying thisconstruction to each of the simple ideals, we get the same result in the semisimplecase.Now consider the map F : Cn(g�; g)! Cn(p+; g) de�ned byF(')(Z1; : : : ; Zn) := � ('(�(Z1); : : : ; �(Zn))) :Note that this maps complex linear maps to complex linear maps, but is onlyconjugate linear in the complex case. A simple direct computation using the factthat � is compatible with brackets shows that the map F is compatible with theLie algebra di�erential, i.e. @(F(')) = F(@').The form B� constructed above induces an inner product (which we also denoteby B�) on each of the spaces Cn(g�; g) �= �n(g��)
 g. Now we claim:Proposition. The di�erential @ : Cn(g�; g) ! Cn+1(g�; g) and the codi�erential@� : Cn+1(g�; g) ! Cn(g�; g) are adjoint with respect to B�, i.e. B�(@';  ) =B�('; @� ). In particular, for each n and ` the space Cǹ(g�; g) splits as a directsum of the image of @ and the kernel of @�, and each cohomology class contains aunique representative, which is harmonic (i.e. @{closed and @�{closed).Proof. As above let us denote by h ; i the dual pairing between Cn(g�; g) andCn(p+; g) constructed using the Killing form. If f��g is an orthonormal basis forg� with respect to B�, then the dual basis of p+ with respect to the Killing formis by construction given by �� = ��(��). Using this, one easily concludes thatfor ';  2 Cn(g�; g) we get B�(';  ) = (�1)n+1h';F( )i, where F : C�(g�; g)!C�(p+; g) is the map constructed above. But using this we compute:B�('; @ ) = (�1)n+1h';F(@ )i = (�1)n+1h'; @(F( ))i == (�1)nh@�';F( )i = B�(@�';  ):



8 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHL2.7. Using the Hodge theory on the standard complex, the cohomologyH�(g�; g)can now be computed in the complex simple case using Kostant's version of theBott{Borel{Weil theorem, see [13]. The result that we will need directly in theprolongation procedure is the computation of the �rst cohomology groups, whichhave been carried out in [22]. It should be noted here, that in [22] the notationis slightly di�erent from ours, namely what we denote by H k̀(g�; g) is denoted byH`�k+1;k(m; g) there.Proposition. Let g be a complex simple jkj{graded Lie algebra. Then for each` > 0 the cohomology group H 1̀(g�; g) is trivial, except in the following cases (usingthe Dynkin diagram notation, see 2.3):1. �, i.e. g = A1, and p � g is the Borel subalgebra. In this case, H12(g�; g) isthe only nonzero component with ` > 0.2.� � � � � � � �= � � � � � � � , i.e. g = An for some n > 1, and p is themaximal parabolic corresponding to either the �rst or the last root. In thiscase, H11(g�; g) is the nonzero component.3.� � � � � � �h , i.e. g = Cn for some n � 2, and p is the maximal para-bolic corresponding to the �rst root. In this case, H11(g�; g) is the nonzerocomponent.Proof. see [22, Proposition 5.1].This also completely solves the problem in the real simple case, since by [22,Lemma 3.5] the �rst cohomology group of positive homogeneity of of a complexi-�cation is the complexi�cation of the corresponding real cohomology group of thesame homogeneity. To deal with the semisimple case, we have the following2.8. Proposition. Let g0 be a semisimple jk0j{graded Lie algebra such that nosimple factor is contained in g00 and g00 be a semisimple jk00j{graded Lie algebrasuch that no simple factor is contained in g000 , and put g = g0 � g00. Then for each` > 0 we have H 1̀(g�; g) �= H 1̀(g0�; g0) �H 1̀(g00�; g00). If k0; k00 � 2, then the resultalso holds for ` = 0.Proof. Since we have g� = g0� � g00� and g = g0 � g00, we can write any linear map : g� ! g as a block matrix �A BC D�, where A : g0� ! g0, B : g00� ! g0, and soon. Now suppose that  is a cocycle. Then for all X;Y 2 g� we have0 = [X; (Y )]� [Y;  (X)] �  ([X;Y ]):Applying this to X;Y 2 g0�, we get two equations. The �rst is exactly the cocycleequation for A, while the second says that C([X;Y ]) = 0, for all X;Y . This meansexactly, that C vanishes on g0�k0 � � � � � g0�2. Similarly, for X;Y 2 g00� we get thatD is a cocycle, and B can be nonzero only on g00�1. Finally, taking X 2 g0� andY 2 g00�, we get [X;B(Y )] = 0 and [Y;C(X)] = 0. But by 2.2(4) this impliesthat B(Y ) 2 g0�k0 and C(X) 2 g00�k00 , so B and C can contain only componentshomogeneous of degree up to�k0+1 respectively �k00+1, and the result follows.2.9. Let g be a semisimple jkj{graded Lie algebra, and let G be a Lie groupwith Lie algebra g. Since G is semisimple, each element of G is determined byits adjoint action up to elements of the center of G. Let P � G be the subgroupof those elements which satisfy Ad(g)(gi) � gi � gi+1 � � � � � gk for each i =�k; : : : ; k. This can be interpreted as follows: The jkj{grading of g gives rise toan associated �ltration g = F�k(g) � F�k+1(g) � � � � � Fk(g) � 0, de�ned byFi(g) := gi � � � � � gk, for all i = �k; : : : ; k. Clearly, this �ltration is compatiblewith the Lie bracket, i.e. [Fi(g);Fj(g)] � Fi+j(g). (In fact, in many points in thesequel it will be more natural to view this �ltration as the main structure on g and



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 9not the actual grading.) Then P � G is the subgroup of all elements whose adjointaction is an automorphism of the �ltered Lie algebra g.We also de�ne a second subgroup G0 of G as the set of all those g which satisfythat Ad(g)(gi) � gi for all i = �k; : : : ; k. By de�nition, G0 is a subgroup of P , andit consists of those elements whose adjoint action preserves even the grading of g.Proposition. The subgroup P has Lie algebra p, and G0 has Lie algebra g0.Proof. In view of the equation Ad(exp(X)) = ead(X) for X 2 g, it su�ces to showthat p and g0 are precisely the subspaces of those X 2 g such that ad(X) preservesthe �ltration respectively the grading of g. So suppose that ad(X) preserves the�ltration of g. Then we can uniquely write X = X�k+ � � �+Xk with Xi 2 gi. Sincead(X) preserves the �ltration, we must have [X;E] 2 p, where E is the element from2.2(1). But by de�nition of E, we have [X;E] = kX�k+ � � �+X�1�X1�� � ��kXk,and this is in p if and only ifX 2 p. If ad(X) even preserves the grading then [X;E]must be in g0, so [X;E] must be zero in this case, which implies X 2 g0.The structure of the group P is clari�ed in the following2.10. Proposition. Let g 2 P be any element. Then there exist unique elementsg0 2 G0 and Xi 2 gi for i = 1; : : : ; k, such that g = g0 exp(X1) : : :exp(Xk).Proof. (see [20, Lemma 2.6]) Consider the adjoint action Ad(g) : g! g. This is anautomorphism of the �ltered Lie algebra g. In particular, Ad(g) maps each gi to�j�igj . If we just take the lowest component of this map, we get an automorphismof the graded Lie algebra g, which we denote by '0. By construction, '0(Y ) iscongruent to Ad(g)Y modulo gi+1 � � � � � gk for all Y 2 gi.Thus, for '1 := '�10 � Ad(g) we get that '1(Y ) is congruent to Y modulogi+1 � � � � � gk for all Y 2 gi. In particular, for the element E 2 g0 from 2.2(1),we have E � '1(E) 2 g1 � � � � � gk, and we denote by X1 the component in g1 ofthis element. This means that '1(E) is congruent to E�X1 modulo g2� � � �� gk.Moreover, Ad(exp(�X1))(E�X1) = E, so for '2 = Ad(exp(�X1))�'1 we see that'2(E) is congruent to E modulo g2 � � � � � gk, while for each Y 2 gi the element'2(Y ) clearly is congruent to Y modulo gi+1�� � ��gk. Inductively, we �nd elementsXj 2 gj and automorphisms 'j of g of the form 'j = Ad(exp(�Xj�1))�'j�1, suchthat 'j(E) is congruent to E modulo gj�� � ��gk, and such that 'j(Y ) is congruentto Y modulo gi+1 � � � � � gk for each Y 2 gi.Then consider 'k+1. By construction, we have 'k+1(E) = E. Then for Y 2 giwe see that [E;'k+1(Y )] = 'k+1([E; Y ]) = i'k+1(Y ), so 'k+1(Y ) 2 gi. But byconstruction, 'k+1(Y ) is congruent to Y modulo gi+1 � � � � � gk, so 'k+1(Y ) = Y .This means that we can write the identity map asAd(exp(�Xk)) � : : : �Ad(exp(�X1)) � '�10 �Ad(g);so '0 is the adjoint action of ~g0 := g exp(�Xk) : : : exp(�X1), so this element lies inG0. Moreover, by construction ~g0 exp(X1) : : :exp(Xk) has the same adjoint actionas g, so since G is semisimple these two elements di�er by an element of the centerof G, which by de�nition is contained in G0. Putting g0 the product of this elementwith ~g0, we get a representation of g as required.For the uniqueness, assume that we haveg0 exp(X1) : : :exp(Xk) = ĝ0 exp(X̂1) : : :exp(X̂k):Then ĝ0 = exp(�X̂1) : : :exp(�X̂k)g0 exp(X1) : : : exp(Xk). Considering the adjointactions of both these elements on each gi and computing modulo gi+1 � � � � �gk, we see that g�10 ĝ0 lies in the center of G. Thus, in particular we see that



10 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLAd(exp(X1) : : :exp(Xk)) = Ad(exp(X̂1) : : : exp(X̂k)). Applying this to E and com-puting modulo g2 � � � � � gk, we see that X1 = X̂1. Inductively, Xi = X̂i for alli = 1; : : : ; k, and thus also g0 = ĝ0.2.11. Next, we de�ne a subgroup P+ � P as the image of p+ � p under theexponential map. From proposition 2.10 it follows that the exponential map exp :p+ ! P+ is a global di�eomorphism. Moreover, again using 2.10, we see thatP=P+ �= G0, so P is actually a semidirect product of G0 and P+. The powers ofthe nilpotent Lie group P+ are exactly the exponential images of the powers of p+,so we have P i+ = exp(pi+) for all i = 1; : : : ; k. In the sequel, we will heavily needthe quotients P=P i+ for i = 1; : : : ; k. Clearly, they are again semidirect products ofG0 with the groups P+=P i+.Now let g 2 P be an element, and write g = g0 exp(X1) : : :exp(Xk) as in propo-sition 2.10. Take an element h = exp(Yi) : : : exp(Yk) 2 P i+. Then by the Baker{Campbell{Hausdor� formula we may write exp(Xi) : : :exp(Xk)h as an expressionof the form exp(Zi) : : : exp(Zk) for certain elements Zj 2 gj. Thus, if we decomposethe product gh according to 2.10, we must getgh = g0 exp(X1) : : : exp(Xi�1) exp(Zi) : : :exp(Zk):In particular, this implies that the mapping G0 � (g1 � � � � � gi�1)! P=P i+ whichmaps (g0; X1; : : : ; Xi�1) to the class of g0 exp(X1) : : :exp(Xi�1) is a global di�eo-morphism.This construction can also be used to construct for each i = 1; : : : ; k a canonicalsmooth section s : P=P i+ ! P=P i+1+ of the natural quotient map P=P i+1+ ! P=P i+.One simply pushes forward the inclusion G0�(g1�� � ��gi�1)! G0�(g1�� � ��gi)with the di�eomorphism constructed above. Note, however, that these are notgroup homomorphisms, unless i = 1.2.12. By de�nition, the subgroup P � G acts on each of the �ltration componentsFi(g) = gi � � � � � gk, and for j > i the component Fj(g) � Fi(g) is a submodule.Thus, we can pass to the quotient Fi(g)=Fj(g) which is isomorphic as a vectorspace to gi � � � � � gj�1. In particular, this leads to a P{action on g=p �= g�. Wewill denote all these actions by Ad (and all the corresponding Lie algebra actionsby ad) if there is no risk of confusion.Using that Ad(exp(X)) = ead(X) it is clear that an element g 2 P is contained inP j+ if and only if (Ad(g)� id)(Fi(g)) � Fi+j(g) for all i. In particular, this impliesthat P j+ acts trivial on Fi(g)=Fi+j(g), so the action of P on this space factors toan action of P=P j+.2.13. Using the action of P on g� constructed in 2.12 above, we get an action ofP on Cn(g�; g) = L(�ng�; g).Proposition. The codi�erential @� : Cn(g�; g)! Cn�1(g�; g) is P{equivariant.Proof. (see also [21, 1.12]) To de�ne the codi�erential, we have used the Killingform to identify g� with the dual of p+ and g with its own dual. Now for X 2 g�and b 2 P we can write Ad(b)(X) (the adjoint action in g) as the sum of the actionof b on X constructed in 2.12 above plus a component in p. Since the Killing formvanishes on p� p+, we see that invariance of the Killing form implies that g� is infact dual to p+ as a P{module. The identi�cation of g with its own dual is, againby invariance of the Killing form, an isomorphism of G{ and thus of P{modules.Thus, we see that for each n the spaces Cn(g�; g) and Cn(p+; g) are actuallydual P{modules. But then a simple direct computation shows that the Lie algebradi�erential @ : Cn(p+; g) ! Cn+1(p+; g) is a P{module homomorphism, and theresult follows.



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 113. P{frame bundles and the prolongation procedureThroughout this section we �x a semisimple jkj{graded Lie algebra g and a Liegroup G with Lie algebra g. We continue to use the notation of section 2.The aim of this section is to show how to construct principal P{bundles equippedwith Cartan connections from underlying structures.3.1. The basic ingredient in our study is a manifoldM together with a �ltrationof the tangent bundle T�kM = TM � T�k+1M � � � � � T�1M by subvectorbundles, such that for each i = �k; : : : ;�1 the rank of T i(M ) equals the dimensionof gi � � � � � g�1.Next, let p : E ! M be a locally trivial �ber bundle. Then we get an induced�ltration of the tangent bundle of E as T�kE = TE � T�k+1E � � � � � T�1E �T 0E := V E, where V E denotes the vertical bundle of E. This �ltration is simplygiven by T iE := (Tp)�1(T iM ), where Tp denotes the tangent map to the projectionp. Note that if E is a principal bundle with some structure group H, then theprincipal action of H on E induces an action of H on the tangent bundle TE, andby construction of the induced �ltration, each of the subbundles T iE is invariantunder this action.3.2. Let p : E ! M be a principal bundle with structure group P=P i+ for somei = 1; : : : ; k over a manifold with a �ltration of its tangent bundle as in 3.1. Inthis case, we can prolong the �ltration of the tangent bundle of E by puttingT jE the image of gj � � � � � gi�1 under the fundamental vector �eld mapping forj = 1; : : : ; i� 1.De�nition. Let ` be an integer which is � i if the structure group of E is P=P i+and � 2k + 1 if the structure group is P . We de�ne a frame form � of length `on E as a k{tuple � = (��k; : : : ; ��1), where �j is a smooth section of the bundleL(T jE; gj � � � � � gj+`�1) of linear maps such that1. The kernel of �j in each point u 2 E is exactly the subbundle T j+`u E.2. The forms are mutually compatible, i.e. the restriction of �j to T j+1E hasvanishing gj{component and its components in gj+1 � � � � � gj+`�1 coincidewith the components of �j+1 in that part.3. Each �j is P=P i+{equivariant, i.e. (rb)��j = Ad(b�1) � �j , where rb denotesthe principal right action of b, and Ad denotes the action of P=P i+ on gj �� � � � gj+`�1 introduced in 2.12.4. For A 2 g0 � � � � � gi�1 let �A be the fundamental vector �eld correspondingto A. Then for j + ` � 0 we have �j(�A) = 0, while for j + ` > 0, �j(�A) givesthe components of A in g0 � � � � � gj+`.3.3. Remarks.1. If � is a frame form of length `, then simply by forgetting components it givesrise to frame forms of length 1; : : : ; `�1. The only point that is not completelyobvious is the equivariancy but this holds by de�nition of the action Ad, see2.12.2. In the case ` = 1, the second and last conditions become vacuous. Thus, aframe form of length one is just a collection � = (��k; : : : ; ��1) such that each�j is a smooth section of L(T jE; gj) which is equivariant and for each pointu 2 E induces a linear isomorphism T juE=T j+1u E ! gj .3. On the other hand, if the length ` becomes bigger than k + 2, then somecomponents of � contain no information, since they are just restrictions oflower components. In the extremal case, ` = 2k+ 1, the whole information iscontained in the form ��k, which is by de�nition a Cartan connection.



12 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHL3.4. The structure equations. Let p : E ! M be a principal bundle withgroup P=P i+ for some i = 1; : : : ; k, and let � be a frame form of length one onE. The structure equations impose a certain restriction to the frame form � (andthrough that to M ), which can be formally written as d�i+j + [�i; �j] = 0. Sincethe individual �i are only partially de�ned, this does not make sense as it standsbut needs an appropriate interpretation:The lowest component ��k of � is simply a g�k valued one{form on E. Thus,we can di�erentiate it to obtain a g�k{valued two form d��k on E. Then for eachpair (i; j) of negative integers such that i+j = �k, each point u 2 E, and elements� 2 T iuE and � 2 T juE we considerd��k(�; �) + [�i(�); �j(�)] 2 g�k;where we use the bracket [ ; ] : gi�gj ! g�k. This gives a collection of well de�nedsmooth functions T iE
T jE ! g�k, which we call the structure function of degree�k.Now assume that � has the property that the structure function of degree �kis identically zero, and take a pair of negative integers (i; j) such that i + j > �k.Let ~� be a section of T iE and ~� a section of T jE. Then we can also view ~� as asection of T�k�iE, and since �k � i < j, we see that ��k�i(~�) is identically zero,so vanishing of the structure function of order k implies that 0 = d��k(~�; ~�). Since��k(~�) and ��k(~�) are identically zero, this means that ��k([~�; ~�]) = 0, so the Liebracket [~�; ~�] is actually a section of T�k+1E.But this means that if i + j � �k + 1, then ~�, ~� and [~�; ~�] are all sectionsof T�k+1E. Thus, if we extend ��k+1 to a g�k+1{valued one form and take theexterior derivative, then the value of the resulting two form on (~�; ~�) is independentof the extension. Hence, for i + j = �k + 1, � 2 T iuE and � 2 T juE we get a wellde�ned element d��k+1(�; �) + [�i(�); �j(�)] 2 g�k+1:As above, this gives rise to a smooth function T iE
T jE ! g�k+1 for i+j = �k+1,and the collection of these functions is called the structure function of degree �k+1.Now this procedure can easily be iterated. If the structure function of degree�k + 1 vanishes identically, then for i + j > �k + 1, the Lie bracket of a sectionof T iE and a section of T jE lies in T�k+2E, so d��k+2 is well de�ned on suchsections, and we get a well de�ned structure function of degree �k + 2, and so on.De�nition.1. We say that the frame form � of length one satis�es the structure equationsi� the structure functions of all orders �k; : : : ;�1 vanish.2. We say that a frame form of length ` satis�es the structure equations i� theunderlying frame form of length one has this property.3.5. Remark. The existence of a frame form which satis�es the structure equa-tions implies subtle conditions on the degree of non{integrability of the sub{bundlesT iE of TE and thus also of the sub{bundles T iM of TM . In particular, if such aframe form exists, then the Lie bracket of a section of T iE with a section of T jE isalways a section of T i+jE, but in general not of T i+j+1E. We will give a detaileddiscussion of the geometric meaning of the structure equations in 4.2.3.6. De�nition. Let M be a manifold with a �ltration of its tangent bundle asin 3.1. For ` = 1; : : : ; 2k + 1 we de�ne a P{frame bundle of degree ` over M as aprincipal �ber bundle p : E !M with group P=P+̀ together with a frame form �of length ` on E, which satis�es the structure equations.



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 133.7. By de�nition, a P{frame bundle of degree one over a manifoldM is a princi-pal bundle E !M with group P=P+ together with a sequence � = (��k; : : : ; ��1)of smooth sections �i of the bundle L(T iE; gi), such that for each point u 2 E,each �i induces an isomorphism between T iuE=T i+1u E and gi. Since moreover each�i has to be P=P+{equivariant, this means exactly that the form ��k � � � � � ��1identi�es the bundle E as a reduction to the structure group P=P+ �= G0 of theassociated graded vector bundle (T�kM=T�k+1M )�� � ��(T�2M=T�1M )�T�1Mto the tangent bundle of M . So P{frame bundles of degree one are just reductionsto the structure group G0 of the associated graded to the tangent bundle, which inaddition satisfy the structure equations.Also, the other extremal case is fairly easy to describe. A P{frame bundle ofdegree 2k + 1 is by de�nition a principal bundle with group P , which is equippedwith a frame from of length 2k+1, and we have already remarked in 3.3(3) that thisframe form is actually a Cartan connection. So P{frame bundles of degree 2k + 1are just P{principal bundles equipped with a Cartan connection which satis�es thestructure equations. We shall discuss later, how the structure equations are relatedto the curvature of the Cartan connection.3.8. Let (p : E ! M; �) be a P{frame bundle of degree `. Since � satis�es thestructure equations, we know from 3.5 that the Lie bracket of a section of T iEwith a section of T jE is a section of T i+jE for all i; j < 0. But this means, thatif i; j < 0 are such that i + j � �k, then we have a well de�ned tensorial mapd�i+j : T iE 
 T jE ! gi+j � � � � � gi+j+`�1. In particular, since T 0E = V E, thevertical bundle, we can form d�i(�A; �) for elements � 2 T iE and A 2 g0�� � ��g`�1.Lemma. In this situation, we have d�i(�A; �) = � ad(A)(�i(�)), where ad is theLie algebra action corresponding to the group action introduced in 2.12.Proof. Equivariancy of �i reads as (rb)��i = Ad(b�1) � �i for all b 2 P=P+̀. Inparticular, we can apply this to b = exp(tA). Evaluating this on an element � 2T iuE, we get a smooth curve in gi � � � � � gi+`�1, and di�erentiating at zero we getddt jt=0((rexp(tA))��i)(�) = ddt jt=0Ad(exp(�tA))(�i(�)) = � ad(A)(�i(�)):Now we can extend �i to a globally de�ned one form ~�i with values in gi�� � ��gi+`�1.Then this one form still satis�es the above equation for � 2 T iE, and the left handside simply reads as L�A ~�i(�), the Lie derivative along the fundamental vector �eld.But L�A ~�i(�) equals d(i�A ~�i) + i�A(d~�i), where i�A denotes the insertion operator.Since �A is a section of T 0E � T iE, the above equation holds on T iE with ~�ireplaced by �i. But since i�A�i is constant, only the second term remains, and weget ddt jt=0((rexp(tA))��i)(�) = d�i(�A; �).3.9. In the situation of 3.8, let u 2 E be a point. We de�ne the torsion of (E; �)in u as a linear map t�(u) : g� ^ g� ! g, which has homogeneous components ofdegrees 0; : : : ; `�1 only, as follows: Take X 2 gi and Y 2 gj, where i+ j + ` > �k,and choose elements � 2 T iuE and � 2 T juE such that �i(�) = X and �j(�) = Y . Ifi + j � �k, then we de�ne t�(u)(X;Y ) as the components in g�k � � � � � gi+j+`�1of d��k(�; �). If, on the other hand, i + j > �k, then we put t�(u)(X;Y ) :=d�i+j(�; �) 2 gi+j � � � � � gi+j+`�1.We have to show, that this is well de�ned. Thus, let us assume that we have twoelements �1; �2 such that �i(�1) = �i(�2) = X. Then their di�erence is in the kernelof �i, which by de�nition is T i+`u E. Now we have to distinguish two cases:(1) If i+` < 0, then both �2��1 and � lie in T i+j+`u , and so does the Lie bracketof any two sections of T i+`E and T jE. Thus, if i + j � �k, then by de�nition



14 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLd�i+j(�2 � �1; �) = 0, while for i + j < �k the components of d��k(�2 � �1; �) thatwe consider are zero as well.(2) If i + ` � 0, then by de�nition there is an element A 2 gi+` such that�2 � �1 = �A(u), the value of the fundamental vector �eld. But by lemma 3.8, thisimplies that d�i+j(�2 � �1; �) = � ad(A)(�i+j (�)) (or the respective equation withi+ j replaced by �k). But if �i+j(�) (respectively ��k(�)) is nonzero (which meansthat ` is big enough), then it has values in gj, so � ad(A)(�i+j (�)) is an element ofgi+j+` and hence plays no role.3.10. De�nition. Let (E; �) be a P{frame bundle over M of degree `. Then thehomogeneous components tj� of degree j = 0; : : : ; `�1 of the torsion t� de�ne smoothfunctions on E with values in the space Lj(g� ^ g�; g) of homogeneous maps. In2.5 we have introduced the codi�erential @� : Lj(g� ^ g�; g)! Lj(g�; g). We callthe P{frame bundle (E; �) harmonic if and only if for all j = 1; : : : ; ` � 1 we have@� � tj� = 0. (Note that the component t0� is already completely determined by therequirement that � satis�es the structure equations.)3.11. Underlying P{frame bundles of lower degree. Let (p : E !M; �) bea P{frame bundle of degree ` > 1. We construct from this a P{frame bundle (E; �)of degree ` � 1 over M , which is called the underlying P{frame bundle.If ` > k + 1 then this construction is completely trivial, since in this case bothE and E have to be principal P{bundles, so we keep the same bundle and de�nethe new frame form � by letting �i be the �rst ` � 1 components of �i. Obviously,(E; �) is a P{frame bundle of degree `� 1.So let us assume that ` � k+1. Then E is a principal bundle with group P=P+̀,and we have the non trivial subgroup P `�1+ =P+̀, which acts freely on E. Now wede�ne E := E=(P `�1+ =P+̀), the space of orbits under the action of this group. Then� : E ! E is a principal bundle with this group, and clearly E !M is a principalbundle with group P=P `�1+ . Next, we de�ne a frame form � of length ` � 1 on Eas follows: Let � be an element of T iuE for some i = �k; : : : ;�1. Choose a pointx 2 E with �(x) = u and an element ~� 2 T ixE with T��~� = �, and put �i(�) thecomponents of �i(~�) in gi � � � � � gi+`�2.To show that this is well de�ned, let us �rst assume that we have two choices ~�1and ~�2 for one point x. Then there is an element A 2 g`�1 such that ~�2� ~�1 = �A(x),so the di�erence lies in T `�1E, which is contained in the kernel of �i. So let usassume that we have two choices x1 and x2 for the point in E. Then there is anelement b 2 P `�1+ =P+̀ � P=P+̀ such that x2 = x1�b, and if ~�1 2 T ix1E is suchthat T��~�1 = �, then Trb�~�1 is an appropriate choice for ~�2 2 T ix2E. But then�i(~�2) = ((rb)��i)(~�1) = Ad(b�1)(�i(~�1)). Now by proposition 2.10, there is anA 2 g`�1 such that b = exp(A), so the right hand side of this equation becomesead(A)(�i(~�1)), which di�ers from �i(~�1) only in the component gi+`�1, so it againplays no role.Thus, we have de�ned �i for all i, and one easily veri�es that this actuallyde�nes a frame form of length ` � 1 on E. To verify that this frame form satis�esthe structure equations, we proceed as follows: Let � be a local section of thebundle � : E ! E. Since T�(T iE) � T iE for all i, we can form the pullback ���iwhich is a local section of L(T iE; gi � � � � � gi+`�1). By construction, �i coincideswith the �rst `� 1 components of this pullback.Let us denote by � and � the frame forms of length one underlying � and �,respectively. Then ��k locally equals ����k, so d��k locally equals ��d��k.Thus, for � 2 T iuE and � 2 T juE such that i+ j = �k and u is in the domain of �



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 15we haved��k(�; �) = d��k(T���; T���) = �[�i(T���);�j(T���)] = �[�i(�);�j(�)];so the structure function of degree �k on E vanishes identically.Now if we extend ��k+1 to a one form and pull back this extension along �,then we get an extension of ��k+1, so locally we must have d��k+1 = ��d��k+1on T iE 
 T jE with i + j � �k + 1, so as above we conclude that the structurefunction of degree �k + 1 on E vanishes identically. Iterating this argument wesee that � satis�es the structure equations, so (E; �) is really a P{frame bundle ofdegree ` � 1.The same argument shows that d�i equals the �rst ` � 1 components of ��d�ion the domain of �.3.12. Proposition. If (E; �) is a harmonic P{frame bundle of degree ` > 1, thenthe underlying P{frame bundle (E; �) is harmonic, too.Proof. If ` > k+ 1 then this is completely obvious, so let us assume ` � k+ 1. Fornegative integers i and j take X 2 gi and Y 2 gj, and let � 2 T iuE and � 2 T juEbe elements such that �i(�) = X and �j(�) = Y . Then let � be a local section of� : E ! E as in 3.11 above. By the last observation in 3.11, t�(u)(X;Y ) equals the�rst `�1 components of d�i+j(T���; T���). But now let ~� 2 T i�(u)E and � 2 T j�(u)Ebe elements such that �i(~�) = X and �j(~�) = Y . By construction, the di�erences~� � T��� and ~� � T��� lie in gi+`�1 and gj+`�1, respectively. But then argumentsas in 3.9 show that the �rst ` � 1 components of d�i+j(T���; T���) coincide withthe �rst ` � 1 components of d�i+j(~�; ~�), so the result follows.3.13. Iterated application of the process of forming the underlying P{frame bun-dle shows that from a P{frame bundle of degree 2k + 1, i.e. a principal P{bundleendowed with a suitably normalized Cartan connection, one can construct a P{frame bundle of degree one, i.e. a reduction to the structure group G0 of the associ-ated graded vector bundle to the �ltered vector bundle TM . It is easy to see, thatthis process can also be carried out in just one step: Given a principal P{bundleE ! M de�ne E0 := E=P+, which is then a principal G0{bundle over M . If ! isa Cartan connection on E then one veri�es directly (using similar arguments as in3.11) that for i < 0 the component !i of ! in gi descends to a smooth section �i ofthe bundle L(T iE0; gi), and these de�ne a frame form of length one on E0.The rest of this section is devoted to the question whether this process canbe inverted. We will show that under a cohomological restriction this inversionis possible, i.e. we will construct from a harmonic P{frame bundle of degree ` aunique (up to isomorphism) P{frame bundle of degree `+1. This process is closelyrelated to the theory of prolongation of G{structures, so we call it the prolongationprocedure. An iterated application of this procedure will lead to the constructionof principal P{bundles equipped with canonical Cartan connections.Let (E; �) be a harmonic P{frame bundle of degree ` over a manifold M . Westart by de�ning Ê to be the subset of the bundle ��1i=�kL(T iE; gi � � � � � gi+`)which is formed by all k{tuples ' = ('�k; : : : ; '�1) such that:1. The �rst ` components of 'i coincide with �i(u), where u is the base point of'.2. The restriction of 'i to T i+1u E coincides with �i+1(u) (so in particular haszero gi{component).3. '�1(�A) = A for all A 2 g0 � � � � � g`�1.Note that for the components 'j with j 6= �1, a condition on compatibility withfundamental vector �elds is implied by condition (2), since �j+1 satis�es condition(4) of 3.2.



16 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLBy � : Ê ! E we denote the obvious projection.Proposition. � : Ê ! E is a locally trivial bundle, and each �ber is an a�nespace with modeling vector space L`(g�; g), the space of linear maps from g� to gwhich are homogeneous of degree `.Proof. Take two elements ' and ~' of Ê with �(') = �( ~') = u. For some i =�k; : : : ;�1 consider the di�erence ~'i � 'i. By condition (1) from above, thisdi�erence has values in gi+`, and by condition (2) it vanishes on T i+1u E. Thus,we can view ~'i � 'i as a linear map T iuE=T i+1u E ! gi+`. Now let � be theframe form of length one which underlies �. Then �i(u) induces an isomorphismT iuE=T i+1u E ! gi. Hence, there is a unique linear map  i : gi ! gi+` such that~'i(�) � 'i(�) =  i(�i(�)) for all � 2 T iuE. Now we just have to collect togetherthe  i to a linear map g� ! g which is homogeneous of degree ` to get the a�nestructure of the �bers.To prove the local triviality, it su�ces to construct local smooth sections. Con-sider a subset U � M such that all the bundles T iM for i = �k; : : : ;�1 and Eare trivial over U . This means that we may assume that TM jU = U � g� as a�ltered vector bundle and that EjU = U � P=P+̀. We construct a smooth sectionof � : Ê ! E over p�1(U ) as follows: The tangent space to each point in EjU isTU�T (P=P+̀), and we can identify TU with U�g� as a �ltered vector space. Fromthis trivialization we get projections onto T iEjU for i = �k; : : : ; 0. Composing �i+1with the projection onto T i+1E we can view it as being de�ned on T iE (if i = �1we take �0 to be the inverse of the fundamental vector �eld mapping). The top com-ponent of this together with �i de�nes a smooth section 'i 2 L(T iE; gi�� � ��gi+`),and one immediately veri�es that ('�k(u); : : : ; '�1(u)) 2 Ê for all u.3.14. The next step is to de�ne a right action of the group P=P `+1+ on the bundleÊ. Let ' be an element of Ê, put u := �('), and let b be an element of P=P `+1+ .By b0 we denote the class of b in P=P+̀. For each i = �k; : : : ;�1 we de�ne a linearmap 'i�b : T iu�b0E ! gi�� � ��gi+` by ('i�b)(�) := Ad(b�1)('i(Trb�10 ��)). We claimthat '�b = ('�k�b; : : : ; '�1�b) is again in Ê, so we have to verify conditions (1), (2)and (3) of 3.13.The �rst ` components of ('i�b) have to be compared with �i(u�b0). But by2.12 the �rst ` components coincide with Ad(b�10 ) acting on the �rst ` componentsof 'i(Trb�10 ��). Since ' is in Ê, these components equal �i(u)(Trb�10 ��), which byequivariancy equals Ad(b0)(�i(u�b0)(�)), so (1) is satis�ed.Second, we have to compare the restriction of 'i�b to T i+1u�b0E with �i+1(u�b0).But for an element � 2 T i+1u�b0E the �rst component of 'i(Trb�10 ��) is zero, so againby 2.12 this restriction coincides with Ad(b�10 )('i(Trb�10 ��)). Now as above oneconcludes that (2) is satis�ed as well.To verify (3) we compute:('�1�b)(�A(u�b0)) = Ad(b�1)('�1(Trb�10 ��A(u�b0))) == Ad(b�1)('�1(�Ad(b0)(A)(u)));and since the action of P=P `+1+ on g0� � � �� g`�1 factors over P=P+̀, condition (3)is satis�ed, too.If '�b = ' for some ' 2 Ê, we must have b0 = e, since the action of P=P+̀on E is free. But in this case by proposition 2.10, there is an A 2 g` such thatb = exp(A), and thus ('i�b)(�) = 'i(�) � ad(A)('i(�)). Now for each X 2 g�1 wecan �nd a � 2 T�1u E such that '�1(�) = X. But then '�b = ' implies [A;X] = 0for all X 2 g�1, which implies A = 0 by 2.2(4).



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 17Thus, we have a free right action ofP=P `+1+ on Ê, and by de�nition the projection� : Ê ! E is equivariant over the canonical projection P=P `+1+ ! P=P+̀.3.15. Since Ê is a locally trivial bundle over E we have the induced �ltration ofthe tangent bundle T Ê. Moreover, there is a natural analog of a frame form on Êde�ned as follows: Let ' be a point in Ê and put u := �('). An element � 2 T'Êis in T i'Ê if and only if T��� 2 T iuE. If this is the case, then we de�ne �̂i(�) :='i(T���). Clearly, each �̂i is a smooth section of the bundle L(T iÊ; gi�� � ��gi+`).Moreover, from the construction and the properties of ' it follows immediately that�̂ = (�̂�k; : : : ; �̂�1) satis�es the obvious analogs of conditions (1), (2) and (4) of 3.2.Since the projection � is equivariant, it follows that the subbundles T iÊ arestable under the action of P=P `+1+ , and we claim that the components of �̂ areequivariant. Thus, let us consider ((rb)��̂i)(�) for some � 2 T iÊ. By de�nition,this equals ('i�b)(T��Trb��) = Ad(b�1)('i(Trb�10 T�Trb��)). But equivariancy of �implies that this equals Ad(b�1)('i(T���)) = Ad(b�1)(�̂i(�)).3.16. Let ' 2 Ê be a point and put u := �(') 2 E. By proposition 3.13, wecan �nd a section � of Ê ! E which is de�ned locally around u and maps uto '. For i = �k; : : : ;�1 we can form ���̂i which is a locally de�ned smoothsection of L(T iE; gi � � � � � gi+`). By de�nition of the canonical form �̂, we seethat (�� �̂i)(u)(�) = �i(u)(�). Since �(u) 2 Ê, the �rst ` components of �i(u)(�)coincide with �i(u)(�), which means that the �rst ` components of ���̂i coincidewith �i.Note that since E is a P{frame bundle the derivative d���̂i+j = ��d�̂i+j is wellde�ned on T iE 
 T jE locally around u, for all i, j such that i + j � �k. Inparticular, for A 2 g0 � � � � � g`�1 we have the fundamental vector �eld �A(u)and for � 2 T iuE we can form d���̂i(�A(u); �). Now the following weaker analog oflemma 3.8 holds:Lemma. For A as above and � 2 T i+1u we haved���̂i(�A(u); �) = � ad(A)(�i(u)(�));where the action ad is well de�ned, since �i(u)(�) has trivial gi{component for� 2 T i+1u E, see 2.12.Proof. We have d���̂i(�A(u); �) = d�̂i(T���A(u); T���). If we denote fundamentalvector �elds on Ê by �̂ , then by equivariancy of the projection � : Ê ! E we haveT���̂A = �A. Thus, there exists an element � 2 V'Ê such that T���A(u) = �̂A(u)+�. Since �̂i is equivariant, the proof of lemma 3.8 shows that d�̂i(�̂A(u); T���) =� ad(A)(�̂i(T���)). Since by de�nition �̂i(T���) = �i(u)(�), we can conclude theproof by showing that for an element � of the vertical bundle of Ê ! E we haved�̂i(�; T���) = 0.In proposition 3.13 we have seen that the �bers of Ê ! E are a�ne spaces, sowe can canonically identify each vertical tangent space with the modeling vectorspace L`(g�; g). So for each element  in this space, we can consider the constantvertical vector �eld ~ . Now we can imitate the proof of lemma 3.8 as follows: Theow of ~ up to time t clearly maps ' to (� 7! 'i(�) + t (�i(�))). Now for anelement �� 2 T i'Ê we have by de�nition �̂i(��) = 'i(T����). Pulling this back withthe above ow and di�erentiating in zero we get  (�i(T����)), so this is just theLie derivative L ~ �̂i(')(��). We can write L ~ = d � i ~ + i ~ � d, and by de�nitioni ~ �̂i = 0, so we �nally get d�̂i( ~ ('); ��) =  (�i(T����)). Since � 2 T i+1u E and thus�i(�) = 0, we are done.



18 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHL3.17. Now we de�ne the torsion of ' as a linear map t' : g�^g� ! g, which hashomogeneous components of degree 0; : : : ; ` only, as follows: For X 2 gi and Y 2 gjchoose � 2 T iuE and � 2 T juE such that 'i(�) = X and 'j(�) = Y . If i + j < �k,then we de�ne t'(X;Y ) to be the components in g�k�� � ��gi+j+` of d���̂�k(u)(�; �)and if i+ j � �k, we put t'(X;Y ) := d���̂i+j (u)(�; �) 2 gi+j � � � � � gi+j+`.To show that this is well de�ned, let us �rst assume that we have two elements�1; �2 2 T iuE such that 'i(�1) = 'i(�2) = X. Then the di�erence �2 � �1 lies inthe kernel of 'i, which by condition (2) of 3.13 and condition (1) of 3.2 equalsT i+`+1u E. In particular, '�1 is bijective, so there is no choice in � in this case. Nowif i + ` + 1 < 0, then one concludes exactly as in case (1) of 3.9 that passing from�1 to �2 does not change the torsion. On the other hand, if i+ `+1 � 0, then thereis an element A 2 gi+`+1 such that �2 � �1 = �A(u). From above, we know thati < �1, so i + ` + 1 < `. Thus for j > �k we can immediately apply lemma 3.16to see that d���̂i+j(�2 � �1; �) = � ad(A)(Y ) (or the respective equation with i+ jreplaced by �k), and [A; Y ] is an element of gi+j+`+1, so it plays no role. If j = �k,then the proof of lemma 3.16 shows the di�erence between d���̂�k(�2 � �1; �) and� ad(A)(Y ) lies in g�k+`, so it can play no role either.To prove independence of the choice of the section �, we compute the e�ect ofa general change of � on d���̂i. If we have two local sections � and ��, then fromthe proof of proposition 3.13 we see that there is a smooth function  with valuesin L`(g�; g), such that ��i(u)(�) = �i(u)(�) +  (u)(�i(u)(�)). But this means that����̂i = ���̂i+ ��i. Di�erentiating this, we get for elements � 2 T iuE and � 2 T juE:d����̂i+j(�; �) = d���̂i+j(�; �) + d (�)(�i+j (�))� d (�)(�i+j (�)) + (d�i+j (�; �));and since �i+j(�) and �i+j(�) are zero and � satis�es the structure equation, thisreduces to d����̂i+j(�; �) = d���̂i+j(�; �)�  ([�i(�);�j(�)]):In particular, this implies that the value of d���̂i in u depends only on �(u), so thetorsion of ' is really well de�ned.We have noted already in 3.16 that the �rst ` components of ���̂i coincide with�i, which implies that the homogeneous components of degrees less than ` of thetorsion t' coincide with the torsion t�(u), so only the homogeneous component ofdegree ` is really relevant.3.18. Using the last computation in 3.17, we next compute how the torsion de-pends on '. Let us change ' to ~', ~'i(�) := 'i(�) +  (�i(�)), and take elementsX 2 gi and Y 2 gj. If � 2 T iuE is such that 'i(�) = X, then by de�nition�i(�) = X, so ~'i(X) = X +  (X), and  (X) 2 gi+`. If i + ` � 0, we put�0 := � (X)(u) while for i + ` < 0 we choose an element �0 2 T i+`u E such that'i+`(�0) =  (X). In both cases, we then have 'i(�0) =  (X) and �i(�0) = 0, so~'i(� � �0) = X. Similarly we de�ne �0.Let ~� be a section with ~�(u) = ~'. We have to computet~'(X;Y ) = d~���̂i+j(� � �0; � � �0);or the corresponding expression with i+j replaced by �k if i+j < �k. In any case,by the last computation in 3.17 this equals d���̂i+j(�� �0; ���0)� ([X;Y ]), sincefor i + j < �k the bracket [X;Y ] is zero. The �rst of these two terms splits intothe sum of t'(X;Y ) with three additional terms. Among these, d���̂i+j (�0; �0) = 0,since by construction �� �̂i+j vanishes on both �0 and �0, and the Lie bracket of twovector �elds through these vectors lies in gi+j+2`, so it cannot contribute either.So we have to analyze the term d���̂i+j(�0; �) (or the respective term with i + jreplaced by k). If i+ ` � 0, then �0 = � (X)(u), and by lemma 3.16 this term gives



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 19� ad( (X))(Y ). On the other hand, let us assume that i+ ` < 0. Since �0 2 T i+`u Ewe have �� �̂i+j(�0) = 0 (respectively, those terms of �� �̂�k(�) that we consider arezero). Also, i + j + ` < j, so ���̂i+j(�) = 0 as well. Consequently, we haved���̂i+j (�0; �) = ����̂i+j([~�0; ~�](u)) = �'i+j ([~�0; ~�](u));where ~�0 and ~� are vector �elds through �0 and �, respectively. (If i + j < �k asimilar equation holds for the appropriate components with i+ j replaced by �k.)But by construction, [~�0; ~�](u) is an element of T i+j+`u E, so applying condition (2)of 3.13 and then several times condition (2) of 3.2, we see that �'i+j ([~�0; ~�](u)) =��i+j+`([~�0; ~�](u)). Since �i+j+` vanishes both on �0 and �, the latter term equalsd�i+j+`(�0; �) which by the structure equation equals �[ (X); Y ].Together these computations show that the torsion of ~' = '+ ��(u) is givenby t~'(X;Y ) = t'(X;Y ) + [ (X); Y ] + [X; (Y )]�  ([X;Y ]);so t~' = t' + @ , where @ denotes the Lie algebra di�erential introduced in 2.4.3.19. In 2.6 we have seen that the codi�erential @� : L`(g�; g)! L`(g�^g�; g) isthe adjoint with respect to a certain metric of the di�erential @ : L`(g� ^ g�; g)!L`(g�; g) used above. In particular, this implies that the kernel of @� and theimage of @ are complementary subspaces of L`(g� ^ g�; g). This means, that foreach ' 2 Ê, we can �nd a  2 L`(g�; g) such that for ~' = ' +  � �(u) we have@�(t ~̀') = 0, where t ~̀' denotes the homogeneous component of degree ` of the torsionof ~'. Moreover, from the last formula in 3.18 it is clear that the space of all ' overa point u 2 E such that @�(t'̀) = 0 is an a�ne space with modeling vector spaceKer(@) � L`(g�; g).Proposition. Let ' 2 Ê be a point such that @�(t'̀) = 0, and let b 2 P=P `+1+ beany element. Then also @�(t'̀�b) = 0.Proof. To compute the torsion t'�b, we �rst need a section. Starting froma section �de�ned locally around u = �('), we de�ne �� := rb���rb0�1 , where as before b0 is theclass of b in P=P+̀, and we denote by r the right actions on Ê and E, to get a sectionde�ned locally around u�b0 with ��(u�b0) = '�b. For each i = �k; : : : ;�1, we thenhave ����̂i = (rb0�1 )���(rb)��̂i. Equivariancy of �̂ reads as (rb)��̂i = Ad(b�1) � �i.Di�erentiating this, we see that for � 2 T iu�b0 and � 2 T ju�b0 we haved����̂i+j(�; �) = Ad(b�1)(d�� �̂i+j(Trb0�1 ��; T rb0�1 ��)):To get t'�b(X;Y ) for X 2 gi and Y 2 gj, we have to compute this (or the respectiveexpression with i+j replaced by �k if i+j < �k) for � such that ('i�b)(�) = X and� such that ('j �b)(�) = Y . Since ('i�b)(�) = X, we get 'i(Trb0�1 ��) = Ad(b)(X),so we may write Trb0�1 �� = �0 + �00, where 'i(�0) = Ad�(b)(X), the componentsof Ad(b)(X) in gi� � � � � g�1, and 'i(�00) = Ad+(b)(X) = Ad(b)(X)�Ad�(b)(X).Similarly, we split Trb0�1 �� = �0 + �00. Now we writed���̂i+j(Trb0�1 ��; T rb0�1 ��) = d���̂i+j(�0; �0) + d���̂i+j(�00; T rb0�1 ��) ++ d���̂i+j(Trb0�1 ��; �00)� d���̂i+j (�00; �00):Since Ad(b�1) never moves down in the grading, we may compute this modulogi+j+`+1 � � � � � gk. But modulo this, the term d���̂i+j (�00; T rb0�1 ��) is by lemma3.16 congruent to �[Ad+(b)(X);Ad(b)(Y )], and the next two terms are congruentto �[Ad(b)(X);Ad+(b)(Y )] and [Ad+(b)(X);Ad+(b)(Y )], respectively.Finally, we claim that the remaining term d���̂i+j (�0; �0) is congruent to thetorsion t'(Ad�(b)(X);Ad�(b)(Y )). To see this, we have to split �0 and �0 into sums



20 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLof elements which are mapped by 'i to one homogeneous component of Ad�(b)(X)or Ad�(b)(Y ), and we only have to consider elements corresponding to componentsin gi0 and gj0 if i0+ j0 � i+ j+ `. But in this case, the components in gi0+j0 � � � ��gi+j+` of d���̂i+j of these elements coincide with the components of d���̂i0+j0 ofthese elements by condition (2) of 3.13.By the structure equation, the homogeneous component of degree zero of thetorsion t'(Ad�(b)(X);Ad�(b)(Y )) equals �[Ad�(b)(X);Ad�(b)(Y )], which addsup with the terms from above to �[Ad(b)(X);Ad(b)(Y )]. Together, we see thatd����̂i+j (�; �) = �[X;Y ] + Ad(b�1)(t�1' (Ad�(b)(X);Ad�(b)(Y )))modulo gi+j+`+1�� � ��gk, where t�1' denotes the sum of homogeneous componentsof degree � 1 of the torsion t'. By equivariancy of @� (see proposition 2.13) theproposition follows.3.20. Assume now that H 1̀(g�; g) = 0. If ` > k, then this implies that overeach point we �nd a unique ' with @�t' = 0. Clearly, mapping each point to thiselement de�nes a smooth section of Ê ! E, and by proposition 3.19 above thissection is P{equivariant. Thus, we can simply pull back �̂ along this section to geta frame form of length `+ 1 on E, and with that pullback E clearly is a harmonicP{frame bundle of degree ` + 1.If ` � k, then denote by ~E the subset of all ' such that @�(t'̀) = 0, and denote by~p : ~E !M the projection and by ~� the restriction of �̂ to ~E. By proposition 3.19,we have a free right action of P=P `+1+ on ~E, which preserves the �bers of ~p. Weclaim that the action is transitive on each �ber. To see this, assume that ' and �'are points of ~E which are in the same �ber of ~p. Then �(') and �( �') are in the same�ber of p : E ! M , so there is an element b0 2 P=P+̀ such that �( �') = �(')�b0.Now let s : P=P+̀ ! P=P `+1+ be the canonical section introduced in 2.11. Then�('�s(b0)) = �(')�b0 = �( �'), so there is a map  2 Ker(@) � L`(g�; g) such that�'i(�) = ('i�s(b0))(�) + (�i(�)). Since H 1̀(g�; g) = 0 we must have  = ad(A) forsome A 2 g`. But then for b1 := exp(A) 2 P=P `+1+ we clearly have '�s(b0)b1 = �'.Since Ê ! E and E !M are locally trivial bundles, the projection ~p : ~E !Madmits local smooth sections, and since it has a free right action which is transitiveon each �ber, it is actually a smooth principal bundle. Moreover, from 3.15 it isclear that ~� is a frame form of length ` + 1 on ~E, and by construction it satis�esthe structure equations, so ~p : ~E !M is a P{frame bundle of degree ` + 1. Also,the underlying P{frame bundle to ~E of length ` clearly is just E.To see that the P{frame bundle ( ~E; ~�) is harmonic, we compute t~�(')(X;Y ),for X 2 gi and Y 2 gj . To do this, we have to choose � 2 T i' ~E and � 2 T j' ~Esuch that ~�i(�) = 'i(T���) = X and ~�j(�) = Y . We do this by choosing �0 2T i�(')E and �0 2 T j�(')E such that 'i(�0) = X and 'j(�0) = Y and a local smoothsection � with �(�(')) = ' and putting � = T���0 and � = T���0. But thend~�i+j(�; �) = d���̂i+j(�0; �0) = t'(X;Y ) (or the same equation with i + j replacedby �k is i + j < �k), so t~�(') = t', and thus ( ~E; ~�) is really harmonic.3.21. To discuss the question of uniqueness, let us assume that ( ~E; ~�) is any P{frame bundle of degree `+1, such that the underlying P{frame bundle of degree ` is(E; �). In particular, this means that we have a smooth mapping ~p : ~E ! E whichis equivariant over the canonical projection P=P `+1+ ! P=P+̀. For a point ~u 2 ~Ewith ~p(~u) = u we de�ne f(~u) = (f(~u)�k; : : : ; f(~u)�1) 2 Ê as follows: For � 2 T iuEchoose an element ~� 2 T i~u ~E such that T ~p�~� = � and de�ne f(~u)i(�) := ~�i(~u)(~�).One immediately veri�es that this is well de�ned, and since (E; �) is the underlying



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 21P{frame bundle to ( ~E; ~�), it is an element of Ê. Clearly, f : ~E ! Ê is a smooth�ber bundle homomorphism.We claim that f is P=P `+1+ {equivariant. So we have to compute f(~u�b) forb 2 P=P `+1+ . If we take � 2 T iuE and ~� 2 T i~u ~E as before, then Trb�~� is a lift ofTrb0��, so we have by equivariancy of ~�:f(~u�b)i(Trb0��) = ~�i(~u�b)(Trb�~�) = Ad(b�1)(~�i(u)(~�)) = (f(~u)�b)(Trb0 ��);so f is really equivariant.Also, it follows immediately from the construction, that ~�i = f� �̂i for all i, and�nally a computation similar to the one in the end of 3.20 shows that the torsion of~� in a point ~u equals the torsion of f(~u) in the sense of 3.17. In particular, in thesituation of 3.20 it follows that f actually is an isomorphism of P{frame bundles.Thus we have completed the proof of the following theorem:3.22. Theorem. Let E be a harmonic P{frame bundle of degree `, and supposethat the cohomology group H 1̀(g�; g) vanishes. Then there is an (up to isomor-phism) unique harmonic P{frame bundle ( ~E; ~�) of degree ` + 1 whose underlyingP{frame bundle of degree ` is isomorphic to (E; �).Iterated application of this theorem immediately leads to3.23. Corollary. Suppose that G is a semisimple Lie group whose Lie algebra g isendowed with a jkj{grading, such that all cohomology groups H 1̀(g�; g) with ` > 0are trivial. (In particular this is satis�ed if none of the simple factors of g iscontained in g0 and none of the simple factors is of one of the three types listed inproposition 2.7). Let M be a smooth manifold with a �ltration of its tangent bundleas in 3.1. Then there is a bijective correspondence between isomorphism classesof reductions to the structure group G0 of the associated graded vector bundle tothe tangent bundle, which satisfy the structure equations, and isomorphism classesof principal P{bundles over M endowed with Cartan connections with @�{closedcurvature.3.24. The case of nontrivial cohomology. Using proposition 2.7 together withproposition 2.8 and the basic results on complexi�cations noted in 2.7, we see that,except in the case of A1 (and the case of a simple factor contained in g0, which israther bizarre), the only nontrivial cohomology which can occur is H11(g�; g). Thismeans that the problems caused by this cohomology group occur actually in thevery �rst prolongation step, that is in the step where we try to construct a P=P 2+{bundle from a P=P+{bundle. So in this case we have a principal bundle E ! Mwith group P=P+ and a frame form � on E of length one. Note that in 3.13{3.20we have not made any assumptions on the cohomology, so all the results from thereremain valid in this case. In particular, we can construct the bundle Ê ! E, theaction of P=P 2+ on Ê, the canonical forms �̂ on Ê, de�ne the torsion of elements ofÊ and the elements with co{closed torsion are stable under the action of P=P 2+.The group P=P 2+ is the semidirect product of G0 �= P=P+ and P+=P 2+. Moreexplicitly, the canonical smooth section s : G0 ! P=P 2+ introduced in 2.11 is a grouphomomorphism in this case. Using this, one easily shows that one can �nd localG0{equivariant sections from E to the space of elements in Ê with co{closed torsion.Moreover, using the fact that the exponential map induces a di�eomorphism g1 �=P+=P 2+ one can glue such local sections using a partition of unity to a global section,which is still G0{equivariant (compare with the proof of lemma 3.6 of [6]). Nowchoosing such a global G0{equivariant section from E to the space of elements inÊ with co{closed torsion, we can then take the orbit of the image of this sectionunder the group P=P 2+. By proposition 3.19, this is still contained in the subspace



22 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLof all elements having co{closed torsion, and thus we can restrict the frame formto the orbit to get a harmonic P{frame bundle of length two over M .After making the choice of a section in the �rst step, we can then �nish the pro-longation procedure as described before. Geometrically, one has to view the choiceof the equivariant section simply as a part of the structure. This is particularlytransparent in the case of projective structures (of dimension > 1), in which theP{frame bundle of length one contains no information at all (it is simply the full�rst order frame bundle), and the whole structure is contained in the choice of theequivariant section (which corresponds to choosing a class of connections in thiscase).The second exceptional case is of quite similar nature: In that case, the �rst orderframe bundle is equivalent to specifying a contact structure, and the whole rest ofthe structure is contained in the additional choice of a section, which can again beinterpreted equivalently as choosing a class of partial connections compatible withthe contact structure.Thus, the only case we cannot deal with is the case of simple factors which areeither contained in g0 or correspond to one{dimensional projective structures, andboth these cases are quite degenerate.4. Parabolic geometries4.1. By corollary 3.23 and 3.24, a harmonic P{frame bundle of degree 2` + 1 iseither already determined by the underlying P{frame bundle of degree one, or bythis bundle plus a section of an additional bundle. Thus, in order to understandthe geometrical meaning of parabolic geometries (or to understand the structuresfor which we are able to construct canonical Cartan connections), the main step isto understand the geometrical meaning of a P{frame bundle of degree 1.So let g be a semisimple jkj{graded Lie algebra, G a group with Lie algebra g,and denote the various subgroups and subalgebras as before. Let p : E !M be asmooth principal bundle with structure group P=P+ �= G0 over a smooth manifoldM which has the same dimension as g�, and let � be a frame form of length one onE. As we have noted in 3.3(2), for each point u 2 E the component �i of the frameform � induces a linear isomorphism T iuE=T i+1u E �= gi for each i = �k; : : : ;�1.Now let � 2 T ixM and � 2 T jxM be tangent vectors, choose a point u 2 Ewith p(u) = x and tangent vectors ~� and ~� over � and �. By de�nition of theinduced �ltration on TE (see 3.1), we have ~� 2 T iuE and ~� 2 T juE, so we can form[�i(~�); �j(~�)] 2 gi+j. Since ~� and ~� are unique up to vertical vectors and �i and�j vanish on vertical vectors this element is independent of the choice of ~� and ~�.There is an element � 2 T i+ju E (unique up to elements from T i+j+1u E) such that�i+j(�) = [�i(~�); �j(~�)], and we denote by f�; �g 2 T i+jx M=T i+j+1x M the class ofTp�� (which is independent of the choice of �).We claim that f�; �g is also independent of the choice of u 2 E. If u1 and u2are two points with p(u1) = p(u2) = x, then there is an element b 2 P=P+ �=G0 such that u2 = u1�b. If ~� 2 T iu1E and ~� 2 T ju1E are tangent vectors over� and �, then Trb�~� and Trb�~� are tangent vectors over � and � with footpointu2. But by equivariancy of the frame form, �i(u2)(Trb�~�) = ((rb)��i)(u1)(~�) =Ad(b�1)(�i(u1)(~�)) and similarly for ~�. Now let � in T i+ju1 E be such that �i+j(�) =[�i(~�); �j(~�)], and consider Trb�� 2 T i+ju2 E. Again by equivariancy we get�i+j (u2)(Trb��) = Ad(b�1)(�i+j(u1)(�)) = Ad(b�1)([�i(u1)(~�); �j(u1)(~�)]) == [Ad(b�1)(�i(u1)(~�));Ad(b�1)(�j (u1)(~�))] = [�i(u2)(Trb�~�); �j(u2)(Trb�~�)];and since Tp�Trb�� = Tp�� the independence follows.



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 23Thus, from the bundle E together with the frame form �, we get vector bundlehomomorphisms T iM 
 T jM ! T i+jM=T i+j+1M which are skew symmetric ifi = j. In fact, these homomorphisms de�ne on the associated graded to eachtangent space the structure of a graded Lie algebra, which is isomorphic to g�.A very similar structure is however already intrinsic to the �ltration of the tan-gent bundle of M . Let � 2 T ixM and � 2 T jxM be as above, extend them to localvector �elds ~� and ~� which have values in T iM and T jM , respectively, and denoteby L(�; �) the class of the Lie bracket [~�; ~�](x) in TxM=T i+j+1x M . If f is a smoothfunction on M , then [~�; f ~�] = f [~�; ~�] + (~��f)~�. Since i + 1 � 0, we see that ~� is asection of T i+j+1M , so passing to the class modulo this subbundle, we get some-thing which is linear over smooth functions in the second (and similarly in the �rst)variable. Thus, L is a well de�ned tensorial map T iM 
 T jM ! TM=T i+j+1M ,which is called the (generalized) Levi{form corresponding to the �ltration of TM .Actually, even the class of the Lie bracket in TM=Tminfi;jgM would be well de�ned,but we do not need this here.4.2. Proposition. The frame form � of length one satis�es the structure equationsif and only if the map f ; g : T iM 
 T jM ! T i+jM=T i+j+1M coincides with thegeneralized Levi form L. In particular, the Lie bracket of vector �elds on M has tobe compatible with the �ltration, i.e. the bracket of a section of T iM with a sectionof T jM has to be a section of T i+jM .Proof. Let u 2 E be a point, � 2 T iuE and � 2 T juE tangent vectors such thati + j = �k. Let us extend � and � to smooth sections ~� and ~� of T iE and T jE,respectively. Since i; j > �k, we have ��k(~�) = ��k(~�) = 0, and thus d��k(�; �) =���k([~�; ~�](u)). Thus, the structure function of degree �k is identically zero if andonly if ��k(u)([~�; ~�]) = [�i(u)(�); �j(u)(�)]. By de�nition, this is equivalent to thefact that fTp��; Tp��g equals the class in TM=T�k+1M of Tp�([~�; ~�](u)). But ifwe choose for ~� and ~� projectable vector �elds, then the last expression coincideswith the Lie bracket of the projected �elds, which by construction extend Tp�� andTp��, and thus the class in TM=T�k+1M coincides with L(Tp��; Tp��). Iteratingthis argument we get the result.4.3. Remark. At this place, an interesting relation to the cohomology groups ofg� with coe�cients in g shows up. Namely, suppose that H10 (g�; g) = 0. Byde�nition, this implies that any derivation g� ! g� which is homogeneous ofdegree zero is given by the bracket with an element of g0. But this implies thatthe group G0 is a (possibly not connected) covering of the connected componentof the group of automorphisms of the graded Lie algebra g�. Otherwise put, areduction to the groupG0 of the associated graded to the tangent bundle imposes nofurther condition on the individual �bers than the structure of a graded Lie algebraisomorphic to g�. Hence in these cases, the �ltration giving rise to an appropriateLevi form is the only essential ingredient for the corresponding parabolic geometries.Further ingredients (depending on the choice of the group G) can only be of thetype of an orientation or an analog of a spin{structure.On the other hand, if H10 (g�; g) 6= 0, then there must be an additional structureon the individual �bers of the associated graded to the tangent bundle, which isintrinsic to the corresponding parabolic geometry. For example, this can be a com-plex structure, or a further (local) decomposition into a direct sum of subbundlesor a tensor product of vector bundles.There is a complete list of all complex simple jkj{graded Lie algebras which haveH10(g�; g) 6= 0 in [22, Proposition 5.1]. Clearly, this list contains all the j1j{gradedcases (in which the �ltration is trivial), as well as all the contact type structures,i.e. j2j{graded algebras with dim(g�2) = 1, since in this case the �ltration only



24 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLgives rise to a contact structure, which is well known to be of in�nite order. Apartfrom these obvious cases, there are however only two more series, namely A` withtwo crossed roots, one of which is the very �rst (or last) root, and C` with the�rst and last roots crossed. Thus, the case in which the �ltration with appropriateLevi form is the only ingredient for the structure is rather typical for the generalsituation, but most of the structures which have been studied in more detail up tonow do not fall into this group.4.4. G#0 {structures of type m. Apart from the structure equations, a P{framebundle of degree one over a manifoldM is just a reduction of the associated gradedto the tangent bundle. In particular, it is \less" than a �rst order G{structure. Onthe other hand, for a group G corresponding to a jkj{graded Lie algebra consider aprincipal P=P k+ bundle over M , which is equipped with a frame form � of length k(so if the frame form satis�es the structure equations, we have a P{frame bundleof degree k). Then the component ��k of � is just an equivariant g�{valued one{form on the bundle, so it gives a �rst order P=P k+{structure on M . But clearly, atthis step more information than this �rst order structure is already encoded in theframe form �. So there is no step in the prolongation procedure in which we dealexactly with �rst{order structures (apart from the structure equations, which arealways an additional restriction).There is a way, however, to formulate the degree one case equivalently in terms ofa �rst order structure. In our setting, this translation seems not to be very natural,but we reproduce it here because of the important role it plays in the papers of N.Tanaka, see [21].Let us temporarily denote by GLgrad(g�) and GL�lt(g�) the groups of invert-ible linear maps on g�, which preserve the grading or the �ltration, respectively.From 2.10 we see that the adjoint action identi�es G0 with a covering of a sub-group of GLgrad(g�) and P with a covering of a subgroup of GL�lt(g�). Obviously,GLgrad(g�) is a subgroup of GL�lt(g�). On the other hand, there is an obvious pro-jection from � : GL�lt(g�) ! GLgrad(g�), which corresponds to passing from the�ltered vector space g� to the associated graded vector space, which can be canon-ically identi�ed with g�. Let GL+(g�) be the kernel of this projection. Then it iseasy to see, that GL�lt(g�) is the semidirect product of GLgrad(g�) and GL+(g�).Now we de�ne G#0 := f(g; ') 2 G0 � GL�lt(g�) : �(') = Ad(g)g. This is a Liesubgroup, and we have a canonical inclusion G0 ! G#0 , which together with the�rst projection identi�es G#0 with the semidirect product of G0 and GL+(g�).Let us consider a manifold M with a �ltration of the tangent bundle TM asin 3.1. Let p : E ! M be a principal G0 bundle, and let � be a frame formof length one on E. Then the frame form gives a map j from E to the framebundle of the associated graded bundle to the �ltered bundle TM , which can beviewed as the �bered product (overM ) of the bundles Iso(gi; T iM=T i+1M ) of linearisomorphisms for i = �k; : : : ;�1. Clearly, the latter bundle is a principal bundlewith group GLgrad(g�), and this map is a homomorphismof principal bundles overthe homomorphism G0 ! GLgrad(g�) described above. This homomorphism is areduction of structure group (in the sense ofG0 covering a subgroup ofGLgrad(g�)).Similarly, we can consider the bundle Iso�lt(g�; TM ) of �ltration preservinglinear isomorphism between g� and tangent spaces ofM . This is a principal bundlewith group GL�lt(g�), and clearly it is a subbundle of the frame bundle of M .Moreover, we have a natural projection � from Iso�lt(g�; TM ) to the frame bundleof the associated graded bundle to TM , which is a homomorphism of principalbundles over the group homomorphism GL�lt(g�)! GLgrad(g�) from above.Now starting from the bundle E from above, we de�ne E# := f(u;  ) 2 E �G0Iso�lt(g�; TM ) : j(u) = �( )g. Since j and � are homomorphisms of principal



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 25bundles over compatible group homomorphisms, this is well de�ned, and one im-mediately veri�es that it is a principal bundle with group G#0 . The obvious mapE# ! Iso�lt(g�; TM ) clearly is a reduction of structure group, so E# gives riseto a �rst order G#0 {structure on M . Conversely, starting from a �rst order G#0 {structure onM de�ned by a bundle ~E !M and a one{form � 2 
1( ~E; g�), we cansimply form the principal G0{bundle E = ~E=GL+(g�) over M . Similar argumentsas in 3.11 show that for i = �k; : : : ;�1 the component �i of � in gi descends to asmooth section �i of the bundle L(T iE; gi), and these together are a frame form oflength one on E.If E and F are principal G0{bundles over M equipped with frame forms oflength one such that there is an isomorphism E ! F which is compatible withthe frame forms, then one easily sees that E# and F# are equivalent �rst orderG#0 {structures. On the other hand, it is easy to see that GL+(g�) is a vectorgroup. Using this together with the fact that G#0 is the semidirect product of G0and GL+(g�), one shows similarly as in 3.24 that the bundle E# ! E alwayshas a global G0{equivariant section. Using this, one shows that if E# and F#are equivalent G#0 {structures, then there is an isomorphism between E and Fwhich is compatible with the frame forms. Thus, we have established a bijectivecorrespondence between isomorphism classes of �rst order G#0 {structures onM andisomorphism classes of principal G0{bundles equipped with frame forms of lengthone over M .So it remains to discuss the structure equations in the G#0 {picture, and thisis fairly easy to do: Let ~E ! M be a principal G#0 {bundle together with a oneform � 2 
1( ~E; g�) as above, and form the quotient E = ~E=GL+(g�) with theinduced frame form � of length one. Then the component �i of � is induced byrestricting the gi{component �i of � to T i ~E. From this one easily concludes that� satis�es the structure equations if and only if for each i; j = �k; : : : ;�1 and� 2 T i ~E and � 2 T j ~E we have that d�(�; �) is congruent to [�(�);�(�)] modulogi+j+1 � � � � � g�1. In this case, Tanaka calls the corresponding G#0 {structure \oftype m" (m is his notation for g�). Thus, we recover the main result of [21] (whichis proved in the case that G is simple and has trivial center there):4.5. Theorem. Suppose that G is a semisimple Lie group with jkj{graded Liealgebra g, such that all cohomology groups H 1̀(g�; g) for ` > 0 are trivial. Then forany manifold M with a �ltration of the tangent bundle as in 3.1, there is a bijectivecorrespondence between isomorphism classes of �rst order G#0 {structures of type mon M and of principal P{bundles over M equipped with a Cartan connection with@�{closed curvature.4.6. Remark. The main di�erence between the prolongation procedure of Tanakaand the one described here, lies in the �rst k�1 steps. Roughly, it can be describedas follows: Tanaka starts with a G#0 {structure of type m and then works \down",re�ning it step by step, until he arrives at a �rst order P=P k+{structure with specialproperties (which corresponds to a P{frame bundle of degree k in our picture). Incontrast to this, our approach is starting with the group G0 and work \up" step bystep over the quotients P=P i+, until we arrive at this point. So in these �rst steps,not only the procedure is di�erent, but also the data that we work with. From thestep of a P{frame bundle of degree k on, the prolongation procedures still di�er,but the data are the same.4.7. The curvature of the canonical Cartan connection. Let (p : E !M; �)be a harmonic P{frame bundle of degree 2k+1. As we have already noted in 3.3(3),the component ! := ��k 2 
1(E; g) of the frame form � is a Cartan connection



26 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLin this case. This means that !(u) : TuE ! g is a linear isomorphism for eachu 2 E, ! is equivariant, so (rb)�! = Ad(b�1) � ! for all b 2 P , and it reproducesthe generators of fundamental �elds, so !(�A) = A for all A 2 p.In general, the curvature of a Cartan connection is de�ned to be the g{valuedtwo{form K := d! + 12 [!; !], i.e. for �; � 2 TuE we have K(�; �) = d!(�; �) +[!(�); !(�)]. Now suppose that � is vertical, so � = �A(u) for some A in p. Thenby lemma 3.8, we get d!(�A(u); �) = �[A;!(�)], and thus K(�A(u); �) = 0, so thecurvature is a horizontal form. Moreover, equivariancy of ! immediately impliesthat (rb)�K = Ad(b�1) �K, so K is equivariant, too. Hence, we can view K as atwo{form on M with values in the vector bundle E �P g associated to the adjointrepresentation of P on g.There is another very convenient way to view the curvature as follows: Since K ishorizontal, its value in u 2 E is completely determined by the function �(u) : g� ^g� ! g, which is de�ned by �(u)(X;Y ) := K(!(u)�1(X); !(u)�1(Y )). Thus, K iscompletely determined by the smooth function � : E ! C2(g�; g). By de�nition,� coincides with the torsion of � as introduced in 3.9. In particular, since (E; �) isharmonic, we know that @� � � = 0.There are two natural ways to split the function � into components. First, wemay split � = ��k + � � �+ �k, according to the splitting g = g�k � � � � � gk. Intraditional terminology, the form �� := ��k+� � �+��1 is called the torsion and theform �p := �0 + � � �+ �k is called the curvature of !. If the form �� is identicallyzero, the corresponding P{frame bundle is called torsion{free, and if the form �is zero, the corresponding bundle is called at . Note that the P{frame bundle(G ! G=P; !), where ! is the left Maurer{Cartan form, is at by the Maurer{Cartan equation.The second natural way is to split � asPi �(i) according to homogeneous degrees.The importance of this splitting lies in the fact that since � coincides with thetorsion of the P{frame bundle (E; �) in the sense of 3.9, we see from the proof ofproposition 3.12 that various homogeneous components of � are already visible onthe P{frame bundles of lower degree underlying (E; �). In particular, the structureequation exactly means that the homogeneous components �(i) are zero for all i � 0,so the decomposition of � reads as � =P3ki=1 �(i).4.8. To give a geometrical interpretation of torsion and curvature, note that sincethe Cartan connection gives rise to a trivialization of the tangent bundle of E, it canin particular be viewed as a generalized connection on E, that is a projection ontothe vertical bundle. This vertical projection V : TE ! V E is given by mapping� 2 TuE to � � !(u)�1(!�(�)) = �!p(�), where we split ! = !� + !p accordingto the splitting g = g� � p. Thus, we also get a horizontal distribution given byHu := !(u)�1(g�).Now for any X 2 g we can consider the vector �eld ~X 2 X (E) de�ned by~X(u) := !(u)�1(X), thus obtaining a map g ! X (E). Let Xh(E) denote the spaceof horizontal (with respect to !) vector �elds on E. This space becomes a Liealgebra with the bracket [ ; ]h given by the horizontal projection of the usual Liebracket, i.e. [�; �]h := [�; �]� V ([�; �]) for �; � 2 Xh(E). Now we can characterizevanishing of torsion and curvature as follows:Proposition. Let E !M be a P{frame bundle of degree 2k+1, ! 2 
1(E; g) thecorresponding Cartan connection, � its curvature and H the horizontal distributioninduced by !. Then1. The curvature component �p is identically zero if and only if the horizontaldistribution H is integrable, i.e. the Lie bracket of two horizontal �elds ishorizontal, too.



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 272. The torsion component �� is identically zero if and only if the mapping g� !Xh(E) given by X 7! ~X is a Lie algebra homomorphism for the bracket [ ; ]h.Proof. Let X;Y 2 g� and consider the Lie bracket [ ~X; ~Y ]. Then the horizontal partof this, which can be computed as !�1(!�([ ~X; ~Y ])) is by de�nition just [ ~X; ~Y ]h.Now since !( ~X) and !( ~Y ) are constant, we see that by de�nition of the exteriorderivative, we have d!( ~X; ~Y ) = �!([ ~X; ~Y ]), or equivalently �(X;Y ) = [X;Y ] �!([ ~X; ~Y ]). The component of this in g� equals by the above observation [X;Y ]�!([ ~X; ~Y ]h), so the second part follows.Also, if the horizontal distribution is integrable, then we must have [ ~X; ~Y ]h =[ ~X; ~Y ], and thus �p(X;Y ) = 0, so the necessity in the �rst part is clear. Finally,we can write each horizontal vector �eld � as Pi �i~ei, where feig is a basis of g�and the �i are smooth functions on E. NowhX �i~ei;X �j~eji =Xi;j ��i�j[~ei; ~ej ] + �i(~ei��j)~ej + �j(~ej ��i)~ei�;and this is horizontal if and only if [~ei; ~ej] is horizontal for all i and j.4.9. In the general case, we can get more information on the curvature using thefollowing result, which is called the Bianchi identity (compare with [6, 2.4])Proposition. The curvature � satis�es the equation(@ � �)(X;Y; Z) +Xcycl(�(��(X;Y ); Z) + ~X��(Y; Z)) = 0for all X;Y; Z 2 g�, where @ is the Lie algebra di�erential introduced in 2.4,Pcycldenotes the sum over all cyclic permutations of (X;Y; Z), and ~X is the horizontalvector �eld corresponding to X as in 4.8.Proof. The de�nition of �, applied to the vector �elds [ ~X; ~Y ] and ~Z reads as�(!�([ ~X; ~Y ]); Z) = d!([ ~X; ~Y ]; ~Z) + [!([ ~X; ~Y ]); Z]:Using the fact that !( ~Z) = Z is constant, we get from the de�nition of the exteriorderivative that d!([ ~X; ~Y ]; ~Z) = � ~Z�!([ ~X; ~Y ])� !([[ ~X; ~Y ]; ~Z]):From the proof of 4.8 we know that !([ ~X; ~Y ]) = [X;Y ] � �(X;Y ). Inserting thisinto the above equation and rearranging terms, we get� [�(X;Y ); Z]� �([X;Y ]; Z) + �(��(X;Y ); Z) + ~Z��(X;Y ) == !([[ ~X; ~Y ]; ~Z])� [[X;Y ]; Z]:Forming the sum over all cyclic permutations of (X;Y; Z), the right hand sidevanishes by the Jacobi identity for vector �elds and for the Lie bracket in g, andthe �rst two terms on the left hand side add up to (@ � �)(X;Y; Z).4.10. Corollary. Let � =P3ki=1 �(i) be the splitting of the curvature into homoge-neous components as in 4.8. Then @ � �(1) is identically zero. More generally, if�(j) is identically zero for all j < i, the @ � �(i) is identically zero.Proof. We have to split the Bianchi identity into homogeneous parts to see this.Evaluate the Bianchi identity on elements X, Y , and Z, which are homogeneousof degree jXj, jY j, and jZj, and consider the homogeneous component of degreejXj+jY j+jZj+i of the result for some i > 0. Since we have observed that @ preserveshomogeneous degrees in 2.4, the �rst term in the Bianchi identity contributes @ ��(i) in this degree. All contributions of the second term in this degree must be



28 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLof the form �(j)(�(i�j)� (X;Y ); Z) (or a cyclic permutation of the arguments) forsome j with 0 < j < i. Finally, the last term can only contribute summands as~Z��(i+jZj)(X;Y ), and since jZj < 0, the result follows.4.11. Using the adjointness of the codi�erential and the di�erential that we haveproved in 2.6, one can split Cn(g�; g) as Im(@) � Im(@�)� (Ker(@) \ Ker(@�)) foreach n. Moreover, Im(@�)� (Ker(@) \Ker(@�)) = Ker(@�) and (Ker(@) \Ker(@�))(the harmonic part) can be identi�ed with Hn(g�; g). Since both @ and @� preservethe homogeneous degree, this decomposition is compatible with the decompositioninto homogeneous degrees.The curvature � has values in C2(g�; g), so we can also split it according tothis decomposition. By construction, � is co{closed, so its Im(@){component iszero. Now by corollary 4.10 we also have @ � �(1) = 0, so �(1) has harmonic valuesand thus can be viewed as a smooth function with values in the cohomology groupH21(g�; g). Similarly, if we already know that �(j) is identically zero for all j < i,then �(i) can be viewed as a smooth function with values in H2i (g�; g). As wehave mentioned before, these cohomology groups can be computed using Kostant'sversion of the Bott{Borel{Weil theorem, so this gives computable informationaboutcertain curvature components being automatically trivial. Moreover, this resultprovides not only the g0{module structure of the cohomology but it contains alsoan explicit description of harmonic representatives for the individual irreduciblecomponents. In several cases, this can be used to restrict the possibilities for thevalues of � further.Finally, the splitting from above allows us to consider the harmonic part ofthe curvature �, and as above we see that � is identically zero if and only if thisharmonic part is identically zero.4.12. Proposition. Let (E !M;!) be a P{frame bundle of degree 2k+ 1. Thenthe following are equivalent:1. The P{frame bundle E is at.2. The harmonic part of the curvature � is identically zero.3. The mapping g ! X (E) given by X 7! ~X as in 4.8 is a homomorphism ofLie algebras.4. M is locally isomorphic to G=P , i.e. for each x 2M there are neighborhoodsU of x and V of 0 = eP 2 G=P such that EjU is isomorphic to GjV as aP{frame bundle.Proof. The equivalence of (1) and (2) was already observed in 4.11 above, and theequivalence of (1) and (3) follows immediately from part (2) of proposition 4.8 andequivariancy of !. The fact that (4) implies (1) is clear, since G=P is at by theMaurer{Cartan equation. So it remains to prove that (1) implies (4).Consider the product E�G and the form 
 := pr�1!�pr�2!MC , where ! denotesthe Cartan connection on E and !MC denotes the Maurer{Cartan form on G. Thekernel of 
 is a distribution on E�G of constant rank equal to the dimension of g.Now using the fact that both ! and !MC are at, we can compute the derivativeof 
 asd
 = �12 ([pr�1!; pr�1!] + [pr�2!MC ; pr�2!MC ]) = �12 ([
; pr�1!] + [pr�2!MC ;
]):But this implies that the di�erential of each component of 
 lies in the ideal gen-erated by the components of 
, so the kernel of 
 is an integrable distribution bythe Frobenius theorem, so one has the corresponding foliation.



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 29Now let x 2 M be a point, and let � be a local section of E de�ned aroundx. Let L be the connected component of the leaf of the foliation through (�(x); e)in a small neighborhood. Then by de�nition of the distribution, the projectionspr1 : L! E and pr2 : L! G are local di�eomorphisms, so they give rise to a localdi�eomorphism � from a neighborhood of �(x) to a neighborhood of e 2 G (whosegraph is exactly L). Now this neighborhood contains a neighborhood of the formf�(y)�b : y 2 U; b 2 Wg, where U is an open neighborhood of x in M and W is anopen neighborhood of the identity in P .We then de�ne ' : U ! G=P by mapping y to the class of �(�(y)). Usingthat both pr1 and pr2 are equivariant, one concludes that ' is a di�eomorphismlocally around x. Moreover, we can obviously extend it equivariantly to a localisomorphism of principal bundles (which coincides with the equivariant extensionof �), and by construction this map pulls back !MC to !.4.13. AHS{structures. As a �rst special case of our general constructions, wediscuss the case of almost Hermitian symmetric structures or AHS structures. Thisis the case of j1j{graded Lie algebras g = g�1�g0�g1. Examples of these structuresare conformal structures and almost Grassmannian structures. These structures(particularly the conformal ones) have been studied in detail by many authors, see[6] and the references therein. In this case, things simplify considerably. First of all,the �ltration on TM as introduced in 3.1 has length one, so one can simply forgetit. Frame forms of length ` are simply one forms with values in g�1 � � � � � g`�2.Moreover, the structure equations as introduced in 3.4 become vacuous. Thus, inthe AHS{case, a P{frame bundle of degree one over a manifoldM is just a (�rstorder) G0{structure onM described by a g�1{valued one form ��1 on E (comparewith [7, 1.2]).To apply the prolongation procedure, we �rst have to consider the space Êintroduced in 3.13. By de�nition, this is the subspace of L(TE; g�1�g0) formed byall ' : TuE ! g�1�g0 which have ��1(u) as g�1{component and satisfy '(�A(u)) =(0; A) for all A 2 g0. So this is precisely the space constructed (pointwise) in [7,1.2]. The torsion of ' in the sense of 3.17 has only one relevant component, namelythe component g�1 ^ g�1 ! g�1. So in this case we only need the component ing�1 of the form �̂ on Ê introduced in 3.15. But then from 3.16 we see, that wemay compute the torsion of ' simply as t'(X;Y ) = d��1(u)('�1(X); '�1(Y )) forX;Y 2 g�1. Thus, we see that the �rst step in our prolongation procedure coincidesexactly with the constructions carried out in [7, 1.2{1.6].Similarly, one can analyze the second step in the prolongation procedure andshow that our procedure coincides with the one carried out in [7, section 2].4.14. Partially integrable almost CR{structures. Next, we discuss the par-abolic geometry containing codimension one CR{structures. These correspond toa j2j{graded Lie algebra, and have been is extensively studied in the literature.The construction of the canonical Cartan connection for CR{manifolds is due to E.Cartan (see [11]) for dimension three and to N. Tanaka (see [20]) and S.S. Chernand J. Moser (see [12]) for arbitrary dimensions. As we shall see below, a parabolicgeometry for that case is a more general structure, namely a partially integrablealmost CR{structure. Hence by our general method we get canonical Cartan con-nections in this more general situation. Here we only outline how to specialize ourprocedure to this case, a more detailed discussion will appear in [5]. For simplicity,we will restrict the discussion to the case of positive de�nite Levi form.The basic setup in this case is as follows: Put g = su(n+1; 1). Let us number thecoordinates on Cn+2 as x0; : : : ; xn+1, and choose as the Hermitian form (x; y) 7!2x0�yn+1 + h(x1; : : : ; xn); (y1; : : : ; yn)i, where h ; i denotes the standard positive



30 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLde�nite Hermitian form on Cn . Then g consists of all matrices of the form0@ z Z ibX A �Z�ia �X� ��z 1A ;where the blocks are of sizes 1, n, and 1, z 2 C , X 2 Cn , Z 2 Cn� , A 2 u(n)with tr(A) = �z � z, and a; b 2 R. Now one de�nes a j2j{grading on g by givingdegree �2 to the entry corresponding to a, �1 to the one corresponding to X, 0to the ones corresponding to z and A, 1 to those corresponding to Z, and 2 to theone corresponding to b. From the block form it is obvious, that this is actually aj2j{grading.Next, let G be the adjoint group of su(n + 1; 1). We can identify G with thequotient of SU (n + 1; 1) by its center, which is isomorphic to Zn+2, given by theroots of unity times the identity matrix. Thus, we will compute in SU (n + 1; 1)keeping in mind that we work modulo the center. First, one easily veri�es thatthe matrices which are in the subgroup G0 (see 2.9) must be block diagonal (withblocks of sizes 1, n, and 1), and using this, one veri�es that they must be of theform 0@' 0 00 � 00 0 '=j'j21A ;for some ' 2 C and some � 2 U (n) such that '2j'j2 det� = 1. We denote this elementby (';�).We have to discuss the adjoint action of G0 on g� = g�2 � g�1. In a nota-tion similar as above, let us denote an element of g� as a pair (a;X). A directcomputation shows that Ad(';�)(a;X) = ( aj'j2 ; '�1�X). Now for two elementsX;Y 2 g�1 the bracket [X;Y ] is just the imaginary part of hX;Y i. Clearly, theadjoint action preserves this bracket.Conversely, let us assume that we have a complex linear automorphism f of g�1such that [f(X); f(Y )] = �[X;Y ] for all X;Y 2 g�1 and some (�xed) real number�. Since Re(hX;Y i) = � Im(hX; iY i), we get [X; iX] = �ihX;Xi, and since fis complex linear, this implies on one hand that � must be positive and on theother hand that hf(X); f(Y )i = �hX;Y i. Thus, fp� is unitary, so the absolutevalue of the determinant of f is �n=2. Now let ' 2 C be a complex numbersuch that '�n�2 = � det(f1). (The non{uniqueness of ' exactly reects the factthat we work modulo the center of SU (n + 1; 1).) Taking the absolute value inthat equation, we get � = 1=j'j2, which immediately implies that 'f is unitary.Moreover, det('f) = 'ndet(f) = j'j2'2 , so ('; 'f) is an element of G0. Thus, wecan identify G0 with the group of all pairs (�; f) as above. (Clearly, the number �is determined by f .)4.15. Now suppose that M is a smooth manifold of dimension 2n + 1 with asubbundle T�1M � TM of real rank 2n and that p : E ! M is a principal G0{bundle with a frame form � = (��2; ��1) of length one on E. As we have noticedin 3.3, in each point u 2 E the form ��1(u) gives an isomorphism T�1p(u)M �=T�1u E=VuE �= g�1 and thus in particular a complex structure J on T�1p(u)M . Itis independent of the choice of the point u since the adjoint action of G0 on g�1preserves the complex structure. Similarly, since the bracket g�1 � g�1 ! g�2 ispreserved by the adjoint action, it pulls back to a bilinear skew symmetric bundlemap f ; g : T�1M � T�1M ! (TM=T�1M ). This map is totally real in the sensethat fJ(�); J(�)g = f�; �g for all �; � 2 T�1x M and x 2M .



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 31Conversely, assume that we have a smooth manifold M of dimension 2n + 1,together with a rank n complex subbundle T�1M of TM and a bilinear pairingf ; g : T�1M �T�1M ! (TM=T�1M ) which is non{degenerate at each point andtotally real. Then for a point x 2M we can �x an identi�cation of TxM=T�1x M withR. Then one easily sees that on each T�1x M the map f ; g is the imaginary part of anon degenerate Hermitian form. Let us in addition assume that this Hermitian formis positive de�nite for each x and an appropriate isomorphism TxM=T�1x M ! R.Note that this also �xes an orientation of the line{bundle TM=T�1M (which meansjust deciding between a positive de�nite or a negative de�nite form).Then let E be the set of all pairs ('1; '2), where '1 : g�1 ! T�1x M is acomplex linear isomorphism and '2 : g�2 ! TxM=T�1x M is a linear isomorphismfor some x 2 M , such that f'1(X); '1(Y )g = '2([X;Y ]), for all X;Y 2 g�1. Letp : E !M denote the obvious projection. Then one veri�es directly that this is asmooth principal G0{bundle, where G0 acts by composition with the adjoint actionfrom the right.Moreover, we de�ne a frame form � on E as follows: Let Tp : TE ! TMbe the tangent map of p. Take a point ' = ('1; '2) 2 E and a tangent vector� 2 T'E. Then Tp�� is an element of Tp(')M , so we can form its class [�] inTp(')M=T�1p(')M . But the component '2 of the point ' is an isomorphism of thelatter space with g�2, and we de�ne ��2(')(�) := '�12 ([�]). This gives a well de�nedone form ��2 2 
1(E; g�2). Next, by de�nition an element � 2 T'E lies in thesubbundle T�1' E if and only if Tp�� 2 T�1p(')M . But in this case we can de�ne��1(�) := '�11 (Tp��). From the de�nitions, one veri�es directly that � = (��1; ��2)is actually a frame form of length one on E.Thus, we see that giving a principal G0{bundle with a frame form of length oneon it is equivalent to specifying a rank n complex subbundle T�1M in TM anda non{degenerate skew pairing f ; g : T�1M � T�1M ! (TM=T�1M ) which ispositive de�nite and compatible with the complex structure as explained above.Finally, by proposition 4.2 it is clear that the frame form � satis�es the structureequations if and only if the pairing is actually given by the Levi{form.Let us compare this to the usual concept of almost{CR{manifolds: Clearly,specifying a rank n complex subbundle T�1M � TM is equivalent to specifying arank n complex subbundle V in the complexi�ed tangent bundle TCM such thatV \ �V = 0, by letting V be the holomorphic part of T�1M
C and conversely puttingT�1M = (V � �V )\TM . As above, let J be the complex structure on T�1M . Thefact that the (real) Levi{form onM is a totally real map is clearly equivalent to thefact that for sections �; � of T�1M the di�erence [�; �]� [J(�); J(�)] is also a sectionof T�1M . In the complex picture, this is easily seen to be equivalent to the fact thatthe bracket of two sections of V is a section of V � �V , which is exactly the de�nitionof a partially integrable almost{CR{structure (M;V ), see [14]. For general almost{CR manifolds, one de�nes the Levi{form V � V ! TCM=(V � �V ) via the class of�i[�; ��]. Now one easily veri�es that the real Levi form introduced above is up toa �xed scalar multiple exactly the imaginary part of this Levi form. Consequently,the structures we consider are exactly partially integrable almost{CR{structureswith positive de�nite Levi{form.4.16. Integrability and torsion. Next, we want to characterize CR{structureswith positive de�nite Levi{form in our picture. By de�nition, an almost{CR{manifold M is CR if and only if the subbundle V � TCM from 4.15 above isintegrable. This can be reformulated as follows: Let � and � be smooth sections ofT�1M , and consider the sections [�; �]� [J(�); J(�)] and [J(�); �]+[�; J(�)] of TM .



32 ANDREAS �CAP AND HERMANN SCHICHLAs observed above, these are actually sections of T�1M , and the integrability isequivalent to the fact that [�; �]� [J(�); J(�)] = �J([J(�); �] + [�; J(�)]).This integrability problem can be related to our constructions as follows: Supposewe have �nished all the prolongations, so we have a principal P{bundle p : E !Mtogether with a Cartan connection ! 2 
1(E; g). If � is a local section of T�1M ,then we can lift it locally to a smooth section ~� of T�1E, which is p{related to �,i.e. such that Tp�~�(u) = �(p(u)). Similarly, for a second section � we �nd ~�. Sincethe bracket of p{related vector �elds is again p{related we get [�; �] = Tp�[~�; ~�].Now put X := !�1(~�), A := !p(~�). Then ~�(u) = !�1(X(u)) + �A(u). Similarly,we write ~�(u) = !�1(Y (u)) + �B(u). Moreover, Tp induces an isomorphism ofT�1p(u)M with T�1u E=VuE, which in turn is isomorphic via !(u) to g�1, and theseare complex linear isomorphisms. Thus, to understand the T�1 component of theLie bracket [�; �] we have to compute !�1([~�; ~�]). By de�nition of the exteriorderivative, we get!�1([~�; ~�](u)) = ~�(u)�Y (u)� ~�(u)�X(u) � d!�1(~�(u); ~�(u)):Next, by de�nition of the curvature K of ! (see 4.7), we can computed!�1(~�(u); ~�(u)) = K�1(~�(u); ~�(u))� [A0(u); Y (u)]� [X(u); B0(u)];where we split A and B according to the splitting p = g0 � g1 � g2. Finally, byde�nitionK�1(~�(u); ~�(u)) = ��1(X(u); Y (u)), and since both X and Y have degree�1, this equals �(1)(X(u); Y (u)). Collecting the computations together, we get!�1([~�; ~�](u)) =~�(u)�Y (u) � ~�(u)�X(u) ���(1)(X(u); Y (u)) + [A0(u); Y (u)] + [X(u); B0(u)]:Next, observe that if !�1(X(u)) + �A(u) is p{related to �, then !�1(iX(u)) +�A(u) is p{related to J(�). Using this, one directly veri�es that in the expressioncorresponding to [�; �]� [J(�); J(�)]+ J([J(�); �] + [�; J(�)]) all terms except thosecoming from �(1) cancel, so that integrability is equivalent to�(1)(u)(X;Y ) � �(1)(u)(iX; iY ) + i(�(1)(u)(iX; Y ) + �(1)(u)(X; iY )) = 0;for all u 2 E and X;Y 2 g�1. Note that since this involves only the homoge-neous component of degree one of the curvature it is already visible in the �rstprolongation step.We just outline briey how to proceed further: By the Bianchi identity (see 4.9),we know that for each u 2 E the map �(1)(u) : �2g� ! g is @{closed and @�{closed.Now we can extend this map to the complexi�cation gC = sl(n+2; C ), which is j2j{graded using the same block form as for g. In the complex case, the subspace g�1splits as a g0{module into a direct sum of two irreducible modules, and the conditionon �(1) from above is equivalent to the fact that the complexi�cation preserves boththese submodules. But now the complexi�cation still is @{ and @�{closed, so it isthe harmonic representative for a cohomology class in H21(gC�; gC). But Kostant'sversion of the Bott{Borel{Weil theorem (see [13]) also gives an explicit descriptionof representatives of these cohomology classes. Looking at these, one sees that theycan never preserve the submodules, so that integrability is actually equivalent to�(1) = 0. If this is the case, then one can analyze �(2) in a similar way and see thatactually integrability implies that the structure is torsion free, so all componentsof � in g� vanish.4.17. Examples related to twistor theory. To �nish, we discuss a family ofexamples of parabolic geometries which is closely related to twistor theory andPenrose transforms. These examples are not interesting from the point of view ofthe prolongation procedure, since one gets the canonical Cartan connections for



PARABOLIC GEOMETRIES 33free, but we think that they show the importance of understanding the geometricalproperties of structures of this type. The basic idea underlying these examples iseasy to explain: Suppose that we have a Lie group G with jkj{graded Lie algebrag and that q � p is a subalgebra which gives rise to an j`j{grading of g.In the complex case, such subalgebras are particularly easy to �nd. In this case,we know from 2.3 that the original jkj{grading on g is determined by a standardparabolic subalgebra p � g, which corresponds to a set � � �0 of simple roots,which is exactly the set of those simple roots whose root spaces are contained in p+.Now we simply take a second subset �0 of �0 such that �0 � �. By construction,then the standard parabolic q corresponding to �0 is a subalgebra of p.Returning to the general case, we consider the corresponding subgroups Q � P �G. If we have a manifoldM with a parabolic geometry corresponding to P , then wehave a P{principal bundle E !M endowed with a Cartan connection ! 2 
1(E; g)with @�{closed curvature. Now since P acts freely on E, also the subgroup Q of Pacts freely on E, so we can form the orbit space M 0 := E=Q. Then the canonicalprojection p : E !M 0 is a principal Q{bundle, and one immediately veri�es thatthe form ! itself is a Cartan connection on p : E ! M 0. Finally, the curvature �of ! is also closed under the operator @� corresponding to the subalgebra q. Tosee this, one only has to notice that although the subalgebra g� corresponding toq is bigger than the one corresponding to p, the additional elements correspond tohorizontal vectors on E !M 0 but to vertical vectors on E !M , so the curvaturevanishes on these elements. Together with the formula for @� from 2.5 this impliesthe result. Thus, we see that the parabolic geometry corresponding to P � G onM is almost the same thing as a parabolic geometry corresponding to Q � G onM 0. Note that the corresponding construction in the at (homogeneous) case is thebasis for applications of Penrose transforms to representation theory as describedin [4].For an explicit example, consider the case g = sl(4;R) with the j1j{gradingcorresponding to the block form � g0 g1g�1 g0�, where all blocks are of size 2 � 2.The complexi�cation of this corresponds to the Dynkin diagram � � � in thenotation of 2.3. The corresponding geometric structure is an almost Grassmannian(or paraconformal) structure of type (2; 2). This means that one deals with 4{dimensional manifolds equipped with a volume form and two rank two bundleswhose tensor product is isomorphic to the tangent bundle (see [2] for a discussionof almost Grassmannian structures and their twistor theory). Via the well knownisomorphism sl(4; C ) �= so(6; C ), upon complexi�cation this gives also informationon 4{dimensional conformalmanifolds. (To have this directly in the real setting onehas to consider pseudo{Riemannian conformal manifolds in split{signature (2; 2).)The simplest instance of the construction outlined above is now to consider�0 = f�1; �2g � � = f�2g. This gives a j2j{grading on g which is the obviousreal version of the example in 2.3 corresponding to � � � . In this case, themanifold E=Q can be easily described explicitly as follows: The Lie algebra p hastwo obvious irreducible two dimensional representations corresponding to the twodiagonal 2� 2{blocks. The associated bundles to these representations are exactlythe two rank two bundles whose tensor product gives the tangent bundle. Takingthe �rst of these (which corresponds to the upper block), one can pass to theprojectivization (i.e. the space of all lines in this representation), and the subgroupQ is exactly the isotropy subgroup of a suitable point in this projectivization.Using this, one easily proves that the manifold M 0 is exactly the total space ofthe associated bundle corresponding to this projectivization, so it is exactly theprojectivization of the rank two bundle from above. In the language of twistor
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